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The UN Development Programme (UNDP) has launched a global advertising campaign seeking to help 
mitigate greenhouse gas emissions.  The campaign is based on the argument that the best form of in-
surance we can give to our children is to reduce greenhouse gases within the next 10 years by doing 12 
simple things to reduce our carbon footprint. 
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Turn it off: Turn off lights, televisions, videos, stereos and computers when 
not in use - they can use 10 to 40% of the power when on standby. Also, 
unplug chargers as soon as they have finished charging. 

Be exact: Fill the kettle with only as much water as you need. 

Close it: Don’t leave fridge doors open for longer than necessary.

Check your tires: Properly inflated tires can improve your car’s fuel effi-
ciency.

Use no plastic: Use cloth bags when going shopping and avoid buying 
products which use too much plastic.

Fan up: Instead of using air conditioners in the summer, wear cool clothes, 
and use a fan.

Drive less: Do your weekly errands in a single trip or pay your bills online. 
Walk, bike, ride the bus or carpool.

Optimize your speed: You will consume up to 25% less fuel if you drive no 
more than 90 km/hr. 

Drive hybrid: A hybrid or other fuel-efficient car emits less carbon dioxide. 

Replace them: Replace your incandescent bulb with a compact fluorescent 
light bulb (CFL). CFLs cost 3 to 5 times as much but use less than a third of 
the power. Also, replace old fridge and other appliances with energy-efficient 
ones.

Watch what you eat: Choose food produced close to your home.

Recycle: Consume less, and re-use old products.
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From the Editor

fter all the high-level meetings, conferences and 
summits over the past two years or so, the acid test 
on the seriousness of countries to tackle climate 
change will be decided next month in Copenhagen, 
Denmark.

One commentator described the gathering of 
governments for the 15th Conference of Parties (COP15) 

of the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate 
Change (UNFCCC) in Copenhagen, Denmark, 7-18 December 
as perhaps the most important meeting since the end of the 
Second World War.

Governments will face a mammoth task in completing all the 
work necessary to reach agreement on the fundamental issues 
that will form the substance of a legally binding international 
agreement.

World leaders are facing three core issues:

They will need to resolve ambitious mitigation targets in the 
developed countries; how to consider mitigation actions in 
developing countries, and the issue of financing. 

Scientists report that the global average temperature of the 
planet in the past century has risen by about 0.7 degrees 
Celsius. They attribute some 90 per cent to human activities 
that emit greenhouse gases, such as power generation, 
deforestation, transport, agriculture and industry. 

The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) warns 
that impacts are already being felt and further changes could 
be ‘abrupt or irreversible’. They suggest global greenhouse gas 
emissions must decline rapidly if we are to avoid a dangerous 
increase in temperature.

Several weeks before the Copenhagen conference, the 
Caribbean Community (CARICOM) Secretariat unveiled a 
campaign to promote the Region’s collective position on climate 
change: “1.5 °C to Stay Alive”, which is intended to support 
and dramatize a common regional approach for mitigating the 
effects of climate change on the Region.

Caribbean leaders also made their voices heard at the recent 
United Nations High Level Summit on Climate Change and at 
the UN General Assembly.

We are reproducing relevant sections of their speeches which 
deal with the issue of climate change. Several of them are 
expected to be at Copenhagen with their delegations.

Earth Conscious will be monitoring the events at Copenhagen 
and we urge all readers to follow the action in the Danish 
capital.

Linda Hutchinson-Jafar
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FACT SHEET:
Frequently asked questions about the 
Copenhagen deal

 1) Why is reaching agreement in Copenhagen important? 
 
Mankind has already added enough greenhouse gases in the atmosphere to raise temperatures 
to a dangerous level, and this is already leading to increased incidences of drought, heatwaves 
and heavy storms. The purpose of an ambitious and effective international climate change 
deal is to avoid catastrophic climate change and to help the most vulnerable countries adapt. 
The world has only a very narrow window of opportunity to undertake a first dramatic shift 
towards a low- carbon society and to prevent the worst scenarios of scientists from coming 
true. The UN Climate Change Conference in Copenhagen this year will be the moment in 
history in which humanity has the opportunity to rise to the challenge. 
 
2) Why is it so important that a deal be clinched this year? 
 
The existing legally binding agreement which governs carbon emissions - the Kyoto Protocol - 
expires in 2012. In order to take mankind into a sustainable and equitable future, an ambitious 
new deal needs to be agreed this year so that national governments time to prepare for 
implementation beyond 2012.  
 
3) What has to happen at COP15 so that it can be termed a success? 
 
The Copenhagen agreed outcome need not resolve all details, but it must provide clarity on 
four key issues: The first is clarity on the mid-term emission reduction targets that industrialised 
countries will commit to. Second, there must be clarity on the actions that developing countries 
could undertake to limit their greenhouse gas emissions. Third, it must define stable and 
predictable financing to help the developing world reduce greenhouse gas emissions and 
adapt to the inevitable effects of climate. And finally, it must identify institutions that will allow 
technology and finance to be deployed in a way that treats the developing countries as equal 
partners in the decision-making process.  
 
4) What will be the likely legal form of the Copenhagen agreed outcome? 
 
Once the main political issues are dealt with, the question about the legal form of a Copenhagen 
agreed outcome can be addressed. There are several proposals on the table. These include 
a) an amended Kyoto Protocol, b) a new protocol and c) a set of individual decisions on 
how to tackle climate change which enter into force in 2013. The outcome can also be a 
combination of these options. Because the legal form of the agreed outcome is not yet clear, 
it is appropriate to speak of a “deal”. 
 
5) How can Copenhagen improve on the Kyoto agreement?
The Kyoto Protocol was designed as a first small step in the fight against climate change. 
Copenhagen must be the ambitious and effective political response to what scientists are now 
saying is required. The Kyoto Protocol places a heavier burden on developed nations than on 
developing countries as it recognizes that developed countries are principally responsible for 
the current high levels of greenhouse gas emissions - and this principal will also apply to the 
Copenhagen outcome. The main difference is that the mid-term emission reduction targets 
that developed countries agree to must be in line with what the scientific community has set 
out as a beacon, so in the range of minus 25 and minus 40 percent over 1990 levels by 2020. 
And developing countries must engage in such a way that world-wide emissions decline 
by at least 50% by 2050. 

United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change
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- Excerpts from an interview with Robert 
Riley, CEO and Chairman, BP Trinidad and 
Tobago

I have often encountered an attitude among 
many of my acquaintances that says because 
we are a petroleum producing country we can 
afford to be lax about energy consumption. I 
have come across this so often, even among 
professionals who I firmly believe should know 
better, that I am beginning to be seriously 
disturbed by it.

I am now convinced that there is need 
for some public discussion on the national need for conservation of our energy resources. We need to make a 
new commitment to energy efficiency and the pursuit of energy productivity. In other words we must now maxi-
mize or boost the output we can achieve from every iota of energy we consume.
 We are very much aware that our energy resources are not infinite and since we were hit by the global 
financial and economic crises, I find myself thinking a lot more about energy efficiency.

As the world returns to economic growth, the demand for energy will increase. While we are preparing for 
this, we should be planning to convert the current financial downturn into opportunity. We should be rethinking 
energy policy from both the supply and consumption sides and considering the role that a country like Trinidad 
and Tobago can play in more efficient energy utilization, and the development and introduction of renewable 
energy. 

I believe that we need firstly to pursue efficiency in the use of our gas. The more efficient we are, the more   
gas we will have for the market. We need to reduce domestic energy consumption and encourage responsible 
use.

We need to start teaching and incentivizing our citizens to utilize energy differently. And all of this will naturally 
contribute to the global efforts to mitigate climate change. When the world returns to growth, those countries 
without natural energy resources will move from this difficult economic period to even greater difficulty.  And those 
countries with energy will find there will be ongoing pressure to be supportive of the non-producing economies.

It’s time for 
us to pull the 
plug on high 
energy costs!
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I believe all of this can be changed through the 
introduction of a regional policy that deals with 
energy efficiency and diversifying the energy mix of 
hydrocarbons and alternative energy – wind and 
solar. 

Research shows that we can reduce current 
energy demand by as much as 30% in the world 
if people were to take a harder look at energy 
consumption – eveything from the use of different light 
bulbs and lighting systems to building designs that are 
much more appropriate; the prudent use of alternative 
energy and the use of new materials that can reduce 
convection and radiation heat in housing.
 Think about what it would mean to the average 
citizen if you could reduce your energy consumption 
by 30%, have a better environment, enjoy cooler 
circumstances, cheaper fuel costs and cheaper 
cooking costs.
 The upside for the country is that we could 
then divert the gas saved from generating electricity to 
higher value added opportunities.

Because of our long history in energy, Trinidad 
and Tobago should lead the discussion on energy 
policy, demand and supply, and the alternative energy 
mix in the Caribbean region through CARICOM. Most 
of the Caribbean states could be making more of solar 
opportunities. Even this potentially represents business 
for Trinidad and Tobago because of our strength in 
energy.

Personally, I would encourage the government 
to establish a policy framework that clearly says 
Trinidad and Tobago is going into the business of 
alternative energy. We can achieve this through a policy 
framework similar to that used for the construction of 
Point Lisas or the liquefied natural gas plant.
 Government must lead the policy development 
as the State must provide an enabling environment. 
The issue with alternative energy is the high front-end 
costs. And in an environment with abundant cheap 
energy, it becomes extraordinarily difficult to appreciate 
the value of such opportunities.
 We must also develop a domestic energy policy 
that can have an influence on the rest of the Caribbean 
in terms of how they access aid and what they use it 
for. 
 We all need to reform our transportation 
methods, housing designs, living habits and the 
manner in which we consume energy. 
 As citizens, responsible energy use is critical 

for all of us and we do not need to wait for government 
policy to lead us, although a public education 
programme will help. Each of us can begin to make 
an important contribution in the way we utilize energy 
because it is critical to our environmental and economic 
sustainability. 
 Unplug the toaster ovens and kettles when they 
are not in use. Unplug your cell phone charger once 
your phone is charged. Disconnect your laptops when 
they are not in use. Turn off the radio and television if 
no one is paying attention to them.
 I think we need be very aware of the 
consequences of what we do today and the impact it 
would have on future generations. We need to teach 
our young people about energy responsibility and the 
best way to do this is by example.
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By Jeffrey Mack,
Chief Executive Officer, 
Guardian Holdings Group

With all the focus on the current international 
economic crisis, it’s easy to lose sight of other 
global issues. Climate change and carbon footprints 
have become a major consideration for businesses 
worldwide. Although it’s difficult to determine a 
precise picture of what global weather conditions 
would be in the coming years and whether the 
state of climate change is anthropogenic or the 
result of natural causes, it is important that world 

governments are in agreement with how to ensure 
a level of sustainability for the future. It is just as 
important that business do all it can to support these 
initiatives.
 The expiration date of the Kyoto protocol is 
approaching and a new mandate will be established 
at the 15th Conference of the Parties (COP 15) 
under the United Nations Framework Convention on 
Climate Change (UNFCCC). The convention, which 
takes place in Copenhagen, Denmark in December, 
aims to establish a stricter, more ambitious treaty 
than the existing policies and economic models 
stemming from the Kyoto protocol. 
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In the last five decades, over one trillion dollars and 
800,000 lives have been lost because of weather 
related natural disasters. Recent natural disasters 
such as Hurricane Katrina which claimed more than 
1,800 lives and over 125bn in economic loss- making  
it the most costly natural disaster in U.S. history - 
are evidence of changing climate conditions 
 The UK Floods of 2007 destroyed US8bn in 
economic value the highest ever recorded for that 
country. Tropical Cyclone Nargis which hit Myanmar 
in 2008 resulted in thousands of deaths. Here in the 
Caribbean, where the annual hurricane season is 
inevitable, our experience gives us equally enough 
reason for concern and a more serious approach. 
 A report of the Economics of Climate 
Change Adaptation Group entitled “Shaping climate 
resilient development – A framework for decision 
making” paints a dismal picture.  It states that, while 
the immediate economic and human losses are 
significant, factoring in current patterns of population 
growth and asset value in vulnerable locations 
significantly increase the potential for future loss. 
 The countries reviewed in this study included 
climate sensitive regions and cities across China, 
Guyana, Mali, India, Tanzania, the US and UK for 
which the analysis suggests that up to 12 % of 
combined GDP could be lost due to existing climatic 
patterns.  Compounding this is the impact of climate 
change – a scenario of high climate change indicates 
an increase of today’s climate related losses by 
200% by 2030. 
 Small Island Developing States (SIDs) are 
the most vulnerable to the effects of climate change.  
Fear of sea-level rise (a result of global warming), 
storm surges, erosion and other coastal damage, 
such as degradation of coral reefs and bleaching, is 
real and immediate. 
 The impact will be felt in agriculture, fishing, 
tourism, energy, commerce and financial services. 
CARICOM’s participation at COP 15 is therefore 
expected to produce solutions to strengthen the 
Caribbean’s capacity to prepare for and respond to 
the challenges of climate change.
 What impact climate change has on the 
insurance industry is a three-dimensional discussion 
on the opportunities, threats and how the industry 
can be proactive in strategic planning. Severe 
weather patterns such as hurricanes will certainly 
affect the nature of insurance risk increasing the 
quantum of insured property losses. 
 While the impact is most directly felt by 
non-life insurers, health and Life insurers are also 

impacted to the extent that global warming favours 
the spread of disease and extreme weather events 
create conditions conducive to disease outbreaks. 
 Capital markets which support investment 
income are also impacted by results and share prices 
affected by resulting raw materials shortfalls, damage 
to production sites and business interruption. 
 According to the 2009 Geneva Reports, the 
world must adapt to the predicted impacts of climate 
change, especially to protect the most vulnerable. 
This adaptation, which ultimately aims to spread risk, 
requires a global co-operative effort. The report also 
states that in the upcoming Copenhagen agreement, 
under the agenda of adaption, is where the insurance 
industry will be given critical consideration. 
 Moving forward, insurers must seek to 
capitalize on opportunities to invest in sustainability 
for the future. In the Caribbean, vehicles and 
vehicular accident claims make up a substantial 
percentage of pay-outs.   
 This sector is one that contributes directly to 
carbon emissions and subsequently climate change. 
This, for instance, gives the insurance industry 
a window of potential to work with Caribbean 
governments to research and develop greener 
alternatives for consumers.
 Because of the nature of our business, the 
insurance industry has an important role to play in 
promoting the awareness of climate change. As risk 
management experts, the industry has a responsibility 
to identify new opportunities and responses to 
address the effects of climate change. 
 Ultimately, the insurance industry will 
be expected to not just comply with resolutions 
established by COP 15; as members of the global 
community we need to focus our lenses to lead the 
implementation of the new treaty. 



Young Voices
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Speech of 
Yugratna Srivastava who 
represented children and youth at 
the UN Climate Change Summit.

I am 13 years young Yugratna from 
organisation Tarumitra, meaning Friends 
of Trees, which is an NGO of 1600 
high schools and involved in promoting 
environmental awareness.

I feel privileged to represent 
children and youth, 3 billion of the world’s 
population in this Summit on Climate Change.
I am so much concerned about climate change because 
I don’t want our future generations to question us just 
as I am questioning the need of more concrete action 
on climate change today. 

The Himalayas are melting; polar bears are 
dying, 2 of every 5 people don’t have access to clean 
drinking water, earth’s temperature is increasing, we 
are losing the untapped information and potential of 
plant species , Pacific’s water level has risen,
Is this what we are going to hand over to our future 
generations?
Please…….no!
 We received a clean and healthy planet from 
our ancestors and we are gifting a damaged one to 
our successors? Is their any justice in this?
 Honourable Excellencies, we need to call for 
an action now. We have to protect the earth not just for 
us but for our future generations.
 If not here then where, if not now then when 
and if not us then who?  Please listen to our voices. 
The future needs strong vision and leadership!

One month ago, we had a TUNZA International 
Children and Youth Conference in Korea. The 800 
participants and several thousands online developed 
a statement requesting you as leaders to:

1.

 
2.

3.

4.

5.

 The high tech. society and currency deposits 
in bank are of no use if we don’t have a compatible 
biosphere.

In the awareness, it is not just about solving an 
environmental problem….but it is exclusively 
about changing the mindset and attitude of 
people!
Educate students about the climate change by 
making environmental education mandatory 
at all the levels of learning.
 To get a sustainable Earth, we don’t 
need to stop the developments. The need 
is quest and expansion of affordable eco-
friendly technologies available to common 
man like Energy Efficient Campuses, Bio-
fuels and Renewable energy sources. 

I just want to ask all the world leaders two questions:-

1. 

This is why; we have the UN to talk each other about 
these issues. I request you to please include the voices 
of children and youth in all your decisions.

2. 

A Note from Jordan
Hey, did you know 
December 2009 is an 
important month for 
governments around the 
world to do something 
positive to save our planet 
from further destruction?
 Maybe you have heard 
about the climate change 
conference which will take 
place in Denmark under 

the United Nations.  It’s all over the news.
 What’s important about that conference is that 
governments have an opportunity to take action that will 
result in a healthier world for all of us. Isn’t that great!

We’ve seen what children around the world, just 
like you and I are saying to the leaders about climate 
change and the impact it is having on them, their families, 
their villages and towns and their world.

For us in the Caribbean, we have to ensure that 
our governments also commit to action to ensure a 
sustainable environment. Of course, developed countries 
also need to help our countries in the Caribbean battle 
the terrible impact of climate change.

Are you already seeing the effects of climate 
change around you? I have and I have also read what the 
scientists are saying about its impact on the Caribbean. 

It scares me – but I know we all have a chance 
to help Planet Earth - not only government leaders and 
business people but you and I doing our part, as well.

Agree on a more fair, just and action oriented post-
Kyoto agreement adopted and implemented by all 
countries Not just formulate policies but also enforce 
them by translating them into actions.Please stop 
the people who are making Mother Earth Cry.
Why cut the oxygen generating forests to create 
CO2 generating industries?
Include carbon and ecological footprint information 
in products.
Adapt to a green economy and sustainable 
production.
Develop a multi-national climate facility to monitor 
climate response strategies.

Do environmental problems recognize any 
geographical or political boundaries and age 
groups? My answer is certainly no.

If national security and peace, and economic growth 
are priorities, than why not climate change?
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Aisha Abdelmula - 16 - Haiti, Sudan

Let me start off by saying this isn’t a post card from the 
future. This is NOW. Climate Change is here. There is 
evidence in the intensity of natural disasters and the 
sudden outbreaks of infectious diseases. This isn’t 
something to speak about and then do nothing. Action, 
REAL action, needs to be taken. We’ve been speaking 
about Climate Change for decades and nothing has 
been done.

If you’re going to make your treaties without 
implementation, keep them. Penalties for violation of 
treaties must be established. Countries getting together 
to confer is a beautiful thing. But this is only the first step. 
There needs to be change now. Our doom is very near.

Marcos Almada - 17 - Paraguay

Why don’t we look at Global Climate Change as a 
devastating problem? I am here worried about Climate 
Change because it is more dangerous than it seems. If we 
don’t take actions now, your children and grandchildren 
and our children will be running out of water by 2050.
 We youth realize that this is not your future any 
more, but it is about the future of your children and 
grandchildren. No one wants his or her children to inherit 
a future that they would not be able to enjoy.
 Why do we call this the United Nations if we are 
not united? We all have seen more floods and droughts 
than ever; but we also have seen some solutions such 
as the floating schools and floating gardens. Why don’t 
we support these solutions and invest more in their 
developments?
 We can also invest more in windmills and solar 
panels. People now think that coal is cheap, which is true. 
But over time, they will realize that using wind energy is 
even cheaper than coal.

Ho Chit Siu - 16 - China

I am a youth of the world. I am also a researcher. Over 
the past two years, I have been developing a better 
method for finding clean groundwater.
That’s my part of the solution.  What’s yours?
I want to know what you’re doing to help.
Amaze me.

Indy Li - 17 - Lithuania, China

When I see over 100 heads of state gather, I can see a 
growing concern for this irreversible problem. However, 
when I see no official outcome or action, when I see 

promises broken by leaders and countries, I can 
only question, are you scared to take the first step?
IF NOT YOU, THEN WHO?
 This is more than one country’s problem, 
more than the problem of global leaders; it is the 
problem of every citizen of the world who has sat  
back and done nothing to change their lifestyle.

 Let this not be the final glimmer, “the glow 
of a sun about to set,” let this be the patient and 
hopeful waiting for the sunrise – this time on a 
UNITED, PEACEFUL, & GREENER world.

Syed Aown Shahzad - 15 - Pakistan

It sent shivers down my spine when I saw my father’s 
land become deserted and devoid of vegetation. 
That is how I was impacted - that is my story. But 
have you thought about the other hundreds of 
millions affected by Climate Change that you see 
through your rose-colored glasses? 

The ones that you see in pain and suffering, 
but yet choose to overlook and do nothing. Hunger, 
drought, disasters and the ultimate peril of our 
planet. is this what mankind wanted to evolve into? 
Is this threat of Climate Change just a sign of all loss 
of sanctity?

It is heartwarming that we all call for justice, 
but I ask you where is the justice when we take 
advantage of nature’s wilderness while our future 
generation will not be able to see it? Can you really 
promise me that you will stand with me to not let this 
happen - will you show me what you

HAVE done, or WILL do now?
Because in the end, you as our leaders should be 
on the right side of history. We the children of today 
may forgive you if you aren’t, but I promise you 
history won’t.

Gabriel Wahab - 17 - Bangladesh

Great leaders are made by actions, not words. I 
know you all as leaders have the potential to be 
great. So why have you done nothing to help in the 
efforts to combat Climate Change?

We are not asking you to start or even create 
ways to fight Climate Change. People everywhere, 
especially youth, are taking action. All we need 
you to do is support us. And if you can’t agree to 
take action that will ensure I have a world to live in 
tomorrow, at least took me in the eyes and explain 
why?
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The Challenge of our Time

1
Climate change is the predominant global challenge.  
We convened a Special Session on Climate Change 
in Port of Spain to discuss our profound concern 
about the undisputed threat that climate change 
poses to the security, prosperity, economic and 
social development of our people.  For many it is 
deepening poverty and affecting the attainment of 
the Millennium Development Goals. For some of us, 
it is an existential threat.

2
We reaffirm our commitment to the Lake Victoria 
Commonwealth Climate Change Action Plan and its 
further implementation, in particular by contributing 
to the efforts of member states in transforming their 
economies and strengthening the capacity and 
voice of vulnerable groups. 

3
We recognise the unprecedented opportunity of our 
meeting just ahead of the 15th Conference of the 
Parties to the UN Framework Convention on Climate 
Change in Copenhagen. We approach Copenhagen 
with ambition, optimism and determination. 
We welcome the attendance of leaders at the 
Copenhagen conference. The needs of the most 
vulnerable must be addressed.  Their voice must 
be heard and capacity to engage strengthened.  

Many of us from small island states, low-lying 
coastal states and least developed countries face 
the greatest challenges, yet have contributed least 
to the problem of climate change. 

4
In keeping with the spirit of the theme of CHOGM 
2009, `Partnering for a more equitable and 
sustainable future’, we warmly welcomed the United 
Nations Secretary General, the Prime Minister of 
Denmark and the President of France.  

5
We represent a third of the world’s population in all 
continents and oceans, and more than one quarter 
of the Parties to the United Nations Framework 
Convention on Climate Change. We have the global 
reach and diversity to help forge the inclusive global 
solutions needed to combat climate change.

6
Science, and our own experience, tells us that we 
only have a few short years to address this threat. 
The average global temperature has risen because 
of the increase in carbon and other greenhouse gas 
emissions.  The latest scientific evidence indicates 
that in order to avoid dangerous climate change that 
is likely to have catastrophic impacts we must find 
solutions using all available avenues. We must act 
now.

UN Secretary-General Ban 
Ki-Moon and Denmark’s 
Prime Minister Lars 
Lokke Rasmussen at 
Commonwealth Climate 
Change news conference 
28 November, 2009.

Photographer:  
Kenroy Ambris
Commonwealth Secretariat
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We believe an internationally legally binding 
agreement is essential.  We pledge our continued 
support to the leaders-driven process guided by 
the Danish Prime Minister and his efforts to deliver 
a comprehensive, substantial and operationally 
binding agreement in Copenhagen leading towards 
a full legally binding outcome no later than 2010.  
In Copenhagen we commit to focus our efforts on 
achieving the strongest possible outcome.

Copenhagen and Beyond

8
A global climate change solution is central to the 
survival of peoples, the promotion of development 
and facilitation of a global transition to a low emission 
development path. The agreement in Copenhagen 
must address the urgent needs of developing 
countries by providing financing, support for 
adaptation, technology transfer, capacity building, 
approaches and incentives for reducing emissions 
from deforestation and forest degradation, and 
for afforestation and sustainable management of 
forests.

9
In addition, we will strive to significantly increase 
technological and technology support to developing 
countries to facilitate the deployment and diffusion of 
clean technologies through a range of mechanisms.  
We will work to facilitate and enable the transition 
to low-emission economies, climate resilience, and 
in particular, support, including through capacity 
building, for increasing the climate resilience of 
vulnerable economies.  We will also aim to develop 
cleaner, more affordable and enewable energy 
sources. We must explore global mechanisms 
through which those identified technologies can be 
disseminated as rapidly as possible.

10
Ensuring the viability of states should underpin a 
shared vision for long-term cooperative action and 
a long-term global goal for emission reductions. 
In building towards an international agreement, all 
countries will need to play their part, in accordance 
with the principle of common but differentiated 
responsibilities and respective capabilities.

11
We need an ambitious mitigation outcome at 
Copenhagen to reduce the risks of dangerous 
climate change without compromising the legitimate 
development aspirations of developing countries.  
We stress our common conviction that urgent and 
substantial action to reduce global emissions is 

needed and  have a range of views as to whether 
average global temperature increase should be 
constrained to below 1.5 degrees or to no more 
than 2 degrees Celsius above pre-industrial levels. 
We also recognise the need for an early peaking 
year for global emissions. Developed countries 
should continue to lead on cutting their emissions, 
and developing countries, in line with their national 
circumstances, should also take action to achieve 
a substantial deviation from business-as-usual 
emissions including with financial and technical 
support , and also supported by technology and 
capacity building.

12
Progress towards predictable and adequate finance 
for adaptation and mitigation measures must be 
achieved in any new multilateral approach. Public 
and private financial resources for developing 
countries will need to be scaled up urgently and 
substantially by 2020. We recognise that adaptation 
finance in particular should be targeted towards 
the poorest and most vulnerable countries. The 
provision of finance should be additional to existing 
official development assistance commitments. In 
this respect, we acknowledge the potential role of 
the private sector and carbon markets.

13
In addition, we recognise the need for an early start 
to the provision for financial resources.  Fast start 
funding, constituting grant funding, should provide 
substantial support for adaptation, REDD plus  and 
clean technology.  We welcomed the initiative to 
establish, as part of a comprehensive agreement, 
a Copenhagen Launch Fund starting in 2010 and 
building to a level of resources of $10 billion annually 
by 2012.  Fast start funding for adaptation should be 
focused on the most vulnerable countries. We also 
welcomed a proposal to provide immediate, fast 
disbursing assistance with a dedicated stream for 
small island states, and associated low-lying coastal 
states of AOSIS  of at least 10% of the fund.  We 
also recognise the need for further, specified and 
comparable funding streams, to assist the poorest 
and most vulnerable countries, to cope with, and 
adapt to the adverse impacts of climate change. 
We recognise that funding will be scaled up beyond 
2012.

14
We agree that an equitable governance structure to 
manage the financial and technological support must 
be put in place.  We agree that a future governance 
structure should provide for states to monitor and 
comply with arrangements entered under a new 
Copenhagen agreement.

12



Several Caribbean leaders were among close to 100 world leaders who accepted 
UN Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon’s invitation to participate in an historic 
Summit on Climate Change in New York on 22 September to mobilize political 
will and strengthen momentum for a fair, effective, and ambitious climate deal in 
Copenhagen this December.

“The objective of the Summit on Climate 
Change, which I am convening on 22 September, 
is to mobilize the political will and vision needed 
to reach an ambitious agreed outcome based on 
science at the UN climate talks in Copenhagen.” 
UN Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon

The special summit on Climate Change was followed by the 
General Debate of the 64th Session of the United Nations in which Caribbean 
leaders highlighted their concerns about the impact of climate change on the 
region and the outcome of the Copenhagen climate change conference.

Earth Conscious presents in the next few pages, excerpts of speeches from 
Caribbean leaders.

13
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Hubert A. Ingraham
Prime Minister 
Commonwealth of The 
Bahamas
UN High Level Climate 
Change Event

These challenges are 
particularly acute for Small 
Island Developing States 
like The Bahamas which 
are extremely vulnerable 
to rising sea levels, coral 
bleaching and increasingly 
powerful tropical hurricanes.

 Climate change is a serious threat to our economic 
viability, our social development and our territorial integrity.
During the last two decades our region has witnessed an 
alarming increase in the number and ferocity of hurricanes and 
The Bahamas has felt the full brunt of some of them.
 This has placed a heavy burden on our limited resources 
as repeated restoration and recovery efforts have demanded 
the expenditure of hundreds of millions of dollars over the last 
decade alone.
 These resources had to be diverted from critically 
important national development priorities, hence compromising 
our efforts towards sustainable development.
If not enough is done now to arrest this trend, the situation 
will only worsen. Indeed, on present trend, it is said that some 
particularly low-lying island states are very likely to become 
entirely uninhabitable.
 In the face of such a challenge, The Bahamas, a founding 
member of Alliance of Small Island States (AOSIS), joins its voice 
with other like-minded states, in our region and around the globe, 
in calling for a global agreement in Copenhagen with ambitious, 
legally-binding targets, in order to achieve the ultimate objectives 
of the Convention.
 The industrialised countries have a responsibility 
to accept, the leading role they must play in this enterprise, 
especially by committing to the reduction of their greenhouse gas 
emissions.
 The Bahamas accepts that this is a problem not only for 
the developed countries but for all of us. 

His Excellency Runaldo Ronald Venetiaan
President of the Republic of Suriname at the 
UN Summit on Climate Change

 Forests have proven to be invaluable as a habitat for 
much of our Planet’s biological diversity, they are carbon sinks, 
they provide myriad ecosystem services, and they support many 
economic and developmental values. Yet, empirical data from 
international and regional organizations and institutions show 

the sad state of the world’s 
forests, and urgent action 
is needed to deal more 
effectively with deforestation 
and forest degradation. 
 My country, the Republic of 
Suriname, is a High Forest 
Cover and Low Deforestation 
Country and still has large 
tracts of intact natural 
forests. Throughout many 
years, our policy has been 
to balance development and 
conservation activities, which 
has resulted in our current 
forest cover of over 90% of 

our territory and a deforestation rate of only 0.02%. 
 Intact natural forests like ours, serve as a major source 
for carbon sink within the context of the current global climate 
regime. But until now, this vital aspect has been largely ignored in 
the ongoing REDD negotiations. The Republic of Suriname has 
supported and fully endorses the inclusion of intact forests, as a 
vast resource for earth’s climate regulation and biodiversity, in a 
future REDD plus mechanism. 

 
Honourable Patrick Manning
Prime Minister of Trinidad 
and Tobago

Trinidad and Tobago makes 
it absolutely clear that we do 
not accept the per capita basis 
for the determination of levels 
of carbon emission.  This is 
manifestly unfair to a small, 
energy-producing, developing 
country like ours with a small 
population.  
 We consider the method of 
absolute emissions a more 

just method of determining a 
country’s contribution to global warming, since it is affected not 
by per capita emissions, but by absolute levels.  The question 
of population size, in this context, has nothing to do with it 
whatsoever.
 We also give you the assurance, Mr. President, that, our 
country has already voluntarily embarked on reducing emissions 
through a programme that includes the pursuit of renewable 
sources of supply.  
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Ambassador Camillo 
Gonsalves
St Vincent and the 
Grenadines

As a small island archipelagic 
state, we, more than most, 
are affected and threatened 
by the ravages of climate 
change. We, more than 
most, recognize the critical 
importance of a meaningful, 
measurable and enforceable 
global compact on climate 
change. 
 However, we do not simply 

want to “seal the deal” at Copenhagen, as posited by the 
sloganeers in the UN. We want to seal the right deal, the just 
deal, and the deal that ensures our continued survival. 
 We most emphatically will not seal a suicide pact that 
will assure the elimination of small island states and our way of 

life. 
 
Wilfred Elrington
AG, Minister of Foreign 
Affairs and Foreign Trade, 
Belize

Climate change presents the 
most serious threat to our 
sustainable development and 
viability. 
 I need not remind this 
Assembly of the emerging 
scientific evidence of more 
rapid climate change and sea 
level rise. Let me take this 

opportunity to applaud the Secretary General for making climate 
change a priority and for convening last week’s summit. 
The urgency of a global response to this issue is inescapable. 
We welcome various national and regional efforts to construct 
mechanisms to address climate change and its impacts. 
 In our region, Belize hosts the Caribbean Community 
Climate Change Centre which has benefited from the support 
of the International community and has been recognized as a 
center of excellence. 
 However, we know all too well from the impacts we are 
observing today that piecemeal action is not sufficient. In fact 
notwithstanding national and regional action, global greenhouse 
gas emissions continue to increase. 
 We can only begin to respond to the problem if we 
can finally agree to implement ambitious mitigation targets and 
increase our support for adaptation. 
 

Rufus Bousquet
Foreign Minister, St Lucia

The most pressing issue and 
challenge facing Saint Lucia, 
and indeed the rest of the 
world, is climate change. 
It has emerged as the most 
serious developmental 
challenge facing mankind 
today; hence, demands for 
urgent collective action and 
response. 
 We are extremely concerned 
that the adverse effects of 
climate change are constantly 

altering access to basic resources such as land, water and food. 
Decreased accessibility has threatened social security a daily 
reality for many around the world. 
 We may not disappear like the Maldives will if nothing is 
done, but it will certainly be expensive to survive!
 On September 21, 2009, Heads of member states of the 
Alliance of Small Island Developing States (AOSIS) adopted a 
declaration on climate change that spelt out some of the pressing 
issues that need to be addressed by all States. 
 Prior to that we had the Barbados Programme of Action; 
the final communiqué of the 1999 AOSIS Heads of Government 
Meeting; the Outcome Document of the 1999 Special Session of 
the General Assembly to review and assess the BPOA, and the 
adoption in 2005 of the Mauritius Strategy for Implementation. 
All served as extensive legislative authority for concerted 
international action, and clearly set forth the position of the most 
vulnerable states. 
 This extensive mandate provides the framework of 
a strategy to arrest the impact of climate change resulting in 
the emergence of a sustainable world for present and future 
generations. 



Kenneth Baugh
Deputy Prime Minister and 
Foreign Affairs 
and Trade Minister, Jamaica

As a Small Island Developing 
State that is vulnerable to the 
impact of climate change, 
Jamaica has a vested interest 
in a successful outcome at the 
United Nations Climate Change 
Conference in Copenhagen in 
December. 
An outcome that is based 
on equity and differentiated 

burden-sharing.
 It is now clearly established that developed country 
emitters have a historic responsibility for global warming and 
should take the lead in reducing greenhouse gas emissions. 
Other major emitters also have a role to play in climate change 
mitigation while taking account of their development needs.
 To this end, we favour the conclusion of a post-Kyoto 
framework wherein the commitments agreed to by all the parties 
hold to the principle of common but differentiated responsibilities 
and respective capabilities.
 A successful outcome must also include concrete 
commitments on adaptation, mitigation, capacity-building, 
technology transfers and the provision of financial resources to 
assist developing countries in addressing climate change.
 We recognise that action at the international level must 
be complemented by urgent action at the national and regional 
levels. The necessary steps must be taken to integrate climate 
change into broad national sustainable development planning. 
Jamaica has embraced this approach.

H.E. 
Dr. Nicholas J.O. Liverpool
President of the 
Commonwealth of Dominica

Climate change has emerged 
as one of the leading 
challenges of our generation. 
If not arrested and sufficiently 
managed, its adverse impact 
has the potential to undermine 
human security, and the social 
and economic stability of all 
nations. 

 All around us, we see evidence of escalating climate 
change, in the form of - severe weather, floods, drought, 
devastating hurricanes and cyclones, and rising sea levels.

 Small Island Developing States (SIDS) are the most 
vulnerable to the negative impact of climate change. As a 
consequence, we find our countries on the front lines of this 
monumental challenge to humanity. 
 In the Commonwealth of Dominica and several of the 
sister islands of the Caribbean situated in the hurricane belt, 
there have been and will continue to be an almost annual cycle 
of considerable damage to houses, roads, coastlines and other 
infrastructure. 
 For many of our countries there is a constant struggle to 
achieve economic development and a higher quality of life for our 
people, only to find ourselves experiencing these heavy losses 
and having to routinely start all over again.

 
Maxine McClean
Minister of Foreign 
Affairs and Foreign Trade, 
Barbados

As a small island, Barbados 
is aware of the grave dangers 
posed by climate change. The 
damage done to our coast line 
and coral reefs illustrate the 
potential threats that flow from 
the phenomenon of global 
warming. 
  Such threats are not 

peculiar to Barbados, but are posed in myriad ways to nations 
across the globe, both developed and developing.
 In three months we will meet in Copenhagen to decide on 
a course of action to address this global threat of unprecedented 
proportions. We know the catastrophic consequences of failure 
to reduce global Green House Gas Emissions. What is required 
is a massive transformation of the way energy is generated and 
used to propel economic growth and development.
 In Barbados we have committed to reducing our 
dependence on imported oil and significantly increasing our use 
of renewable energy. We have further identified as a national 
priority transitioning to a green economy. 
 Towards the achievement of this goal we have 
established a number of key milestones and indicators to assess 
progress. We have undertaken these activities with minimal 
support from the international community and have utilised our 
own resources.    
 We have been forced to divert an increased share of 
our national budget to finance adaptation measures. According 
to World Bank estimates, the total annual impact of potential 
climate change on all CARICOM countries is approximated at 
US$ 9.9 billion a year or around 11.3% of total annual GDP of all 
CARICOM member states and associate members.
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Prime Minister 
Baldwin Spencer
Antigua and Barbuda

Small Island States have 
expressed our profound 
disappointment at the lack 
of tangible action within 
the UNFCCC negotiations 
to protect SIDS and other 
vulnerable countries, our 
peoples, culture, land and eco-
systems. The responsibility 
for mitigating climate change 
is a common responsibility 

for all nations, be they developed or developing. However, 
developed countries, should shoulder their moral, ethical and 
historical responsibilities for emitting the levels of anthropogenic 
greenhouse gases (GHGs) into the atmosphere. It is those actions 
which have now put the planet in jeopardy and compromised the 
well-being of present and future generations.
 Antigua and Barbuda, therefore, fully supports our sister 
nation of the Peoples Republic of China in its call for developed 
countries to take up their responsibility to provide new, additional, 
adequate and predictable financial support to developing 
countries which in effect, represents a joint investment in the 
future of mankind.
 At this pivotal point of the climate change negotiations 
which will culminate in December, Antigua and Barbuda also 
anxiously awaits an international agreement to significantly 
reduce greenhouse gas emissions. 
 A Small Island Nation like ours which is highly vulnerable 
to the adverse effects of climate change, including sea level 
rise, coral bleaching, more frequent and intense hurricanes, 
understands that our fate, our very existence, hangs on the 
outcome of such an agreement.   
 Mr. President, the effects of climate change have 
forcibly brought home the absolute necessity for better disaster 
preparedness management and risk reduction. This is clearly 
illustrated by several very active hurricane seasons in recent 
history. Cognizant of this, my government has upgraded our 
disaster management capabilities, including strengthening the 
national disaster office; constructing hurricane shelters; and 
enhancing community resilience.
 In the spirit of cooperation and solidarity, we look 
forward to having our development partners make available the 
necessary resources to enable us to implement our national 
adaptation plans and programs. By so doing, they will help to 
address the adverse effects of climate change that we, the most 
vulnerable countries, are already experiencing. We urge them to 
view this as a top most priority and moral imperative.

Mr. Bharat Jagdeo
President of Guyana 

We need to work as a global 
community to shape a solution 
that is in all our interests, and 
many of the building blocks 
that will enable us to do this 
have been identified. 
 The challenge for the 
Copenhagen meeting of the 
UNFCCC is to turn these 
building blocks into an 
agreement that can start to 
reduce global greenhouse gas 

emissions.
 In doing so, we should be guided by science and by the 
need for solutions that treat all countries fairly. 
But we also need to recognise that the challenge now is as much 
about political will as it is about scientific, economic or institutional 
considerations. 
 In addressing the politics, we need to recognise that in 
all countries - developed and developing - there are concerns 
about the commitment of others to the long term global
partnership we need. 
 Many developing countries question whether the 
international community will commit to the scale of financial 
transfers that all major analyses agree are needed. 
 Others are worried that acting on climate change now 
will stymie their national development, precisely at the time when 
many are poised for historical levels of economic growth and 
social advances. 
 On the other hand, many developed countries are 
worried that the financial transfers needed will be an excessive 
burden on their budgets during extremely challenging economic 
times. 
 Domestic constituencies in the developed world are 
also fearful about transferring significant sums of money abroad, 
and worry that jobs or investment will be driven away from their 
own economies. There are also fears from individual countries 
that they will be expected to carry a greater burden than other 
developed nations.
 These political concerns could be a recipe for a stalemate 
that the world cannot afford.  Failure to overcome them now will 
mean misery for future generations, and the eventual costs of 
tackling climate change will be even greater than they are now. 
So we need to find a way through.
 This will require leadership from all nations. I welcome 
the proposals laid out by the UK, and subsequently supported by 
the European Union, to generate funding of about
USDS 100 billion per annum to address climate change in the 
developing world. 
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The Caribbean Community (CARICOM) Secretariat unveiled 
a campaign to promote the Region’s collective position on 
climate change, ahead of the 15th Conference of Parties 
(COP15) of the United Nations Framework Convention on 
Climate Change (UNFCCC) in Copenhagen, Denmark.

Underpinned by the theme “1.5 °C to Stay Alive”, the 
campaign is intended to support and dramatize a common 
regional approach for mitigating the effects of climate change 
on the Region, which it will articulate at Copenhagen as well 
as at the upcoming Commonwealth Heads of Government 
Conference, November 27-29, 2009, Trinidad and Tobago.
 This strategy includes a digital display to vividly illustrate 
the harmful effects of rising green house gases on the small 
island states; a documentary entitled, “The Burning Agenda: 
The Climate Change Crisis in the Caribbean”; and several 
video presentations on the how climate change has been 
affecting human, animal and plant life within the Region.
 In his remarks, Edwin Carrington, CARICOM Secretary-
General said the common regional approach for mitigation of 
climate change to avoid its unmanageable consequences was 
based on studies coordinated by the Caribbean Community 
Centre for Climate Change (CCCCC), which concluded that 
global average temperatures which exceeded 1.5 degrees 
centigrade would have devastating effects on the Region. 

Among the harmful effects, he said, would be 
significant destruction of coral reefs, coastal barriers, and 
marine ecosystems, as well as excessive flooding and more 
intense hurricanes. 
 “It will erode much of the foundation of our tourism, our 
agriculture and our fisheries industry; it will wreak havoc on 
our plant-life, our forests and most of all dislocate our people. 
Immediate corrective action must therefore be taken if we 
are to avoid this widespread destruction” Secretary-General 
Carrington stated. 

Director of the Sustainable Development Programme 
within the CARICOM Secretariat, Garfield Barnwell stated that 
the theme which underpinned the campaign “1.5 to stay alive” 
was “key to our survival in the Caribbean”. 
 He recalled CARICOM Heads of Government’s decision 
on a regional approach on Climate Change which is articulated 
in the LILIENDAAL DECLARATION ON CLIMATE CHANGE 
AND DEVELOPMENT  issued last July by the Conference of 
Heads of Government following their 30th Meeting and which 
advocates for:-

 “… global average surface temperature 
increases to be limited to well below 1.5° C of 
pre-industrial levels; that global greenhouse 
gas emissions should peak by 2015; global 
CO2 reductions of at least 45 percent by 2020 
and reducing greenhouse gas emissions by 
more than 95 per cent of 1990 CO2 levels by 
2050 …” 
 According to Mr. Barnwell, “The time for 
action on climate change is now,” “How nations 
and their people come together to tackle this 
unprecedented challenge was likely to become 
a defining feature of our time, affecting the lives 
of the current and future generations.” 

Secretary-General Carrington noted 
that the recent signing of a memorandum of 
understanding between Guyana and Norway 
on a low carbon development programme, 
which provided incentives to Guyana for the 
preservation of its forest, was a “significant 
signal to the rest of the world of the type 
of collaboration between developed and 
developing countries that could make a 
difference.”

In addition, he said that Brazil’s 
announcement of its commitment to a low 
density emissions programme by 2020, 
illustrated the kind of initiatives that were likely 
to “push” the Parties at Copenhagen to achieve 
“positive and mutually beneficial outcomes” for 
both developed and developing countries. 

“It is only with this type of solidarity that 
CARICOM can carry a strong and unyielding 
shared vision that could make Copenhagen a 
landmark for reversing the ill effects of Climate 
Change. The future generation deserves no 
less; to delay is to gamble with the very future 
of mankind,” Mr. Carrington said.

He stated that the Region would seek 
to consolidate its position within the Alliance 
of Small Island Developing States (SIDS), the 
Group of 77 and China, as well as with the 
Developed or Annex 1 Countries. 



Caribbean States Unite in Song to Promote 
the Climate Change Position of Small Islands

The threat to small island states being posed by climate 
change is the focus of a song commissioned by the United 
Nations Development Programme (UNDP) and the CARICOM 
Secretariat. 

Entitled “1.5 To Stay Alive”, the song is written and performed by 
Barbadian performance poet Adisa “AJA” Andwele. AJA is also 
the UNDP Spokesperson for Peace and Poverty Eradication for 
Barbados and the Organisation of Eastern Caribbean States.  

The theme of the song refers to the Centigrade degree limit to 
which global surface temperatures can rise before Small Island 
Developing States (SIDS) are severely compromised in their 
ability to adapt to the impacts of climate change. The Alliance 
of Small Island States (AOSIS), of which Caribbean islands are 
members, and the Group of Least Developed Countries (LDCs) 
joined to form a coalition of about 80 countries demanding 

that global efforts be concentrated on keeping temperature increases under 1.5°C to lessen the 
devastating impacts on these highly vulnerable countries. 

These impacts include sea level rise with accompanying coastal erosion and destruction of coastal 
infrastructure, damage or death to coral reefs and fisheries, saline intrusion into aquifers thus 
diminishing freshwater supplies, and more intense hurricanes and storm surges. 

AJA’s poetic lyrics bring to the fore with vivid imagery the fears and concerns of people living on 
small islands. Some of these impacts are already being experienced and threatening the homes 
and livelihoods of these populations. As leaders of developed and larger developing nations are 
currently proposing to commence climate change negotiations around 2°C, others are adamant 
that this cannot be the level of minimum acceptable risk since it ignores the human rights of millions 
at the outset.  As President Mohamed Nasheed of the Maldives asserted at the AOSIS Summit that 
the resulting massive losses for some SIDS would be tantamount to “mass murder” as it gives little 
hope for their survival.

“1.5 To Stay Alive” is written in the rapso tradition, which combines poetry performed to calypso 
and other rhythms from the Caribbean. The song also features the dynamic vocals of Barbadian 
singer, iNDRANi. With support from the UK Department for International Development (DFID) and 
in conjunction with the Caribbean Community Climate Change Centre (CCCCC), UNDP is assisting 
CARICOM leaders in their preparations for Copenhagen as they solidify their unified position to 
be presented at COP XV. This song demonstrates part of these regional efforts to promote more 
ambitious, fair and effective global action on climate change.
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a green publication
 

We are happy to celebrate with our readers our first year of Earth Conscious.
Earth Conscious magazine is available  online at several sites. 

 
www.caribbeanpragency.com

www.beingearthconscious.com
www.earthconsciousmag.com 

We’re also on Facebook and you can join our Being Earth Conscious group!
 

If you would like a PDF copy of the magazine, please email prservices@caribbeanpragency.com or write us 
at #268 Harold Fraser Circular, Realspring, Valsayn, Trinidad.

January 2009                                               ISSN 2070-4593September 2008                                 ISSN 2070-4593

January 2009                                               ISSN 2070-4593 January 2009                                               ISSN 2070-4593

Please share your feedback with us and let us know how 
you are BEING EARTH CONSCIOUS so that we can share 
your experiences with other readers across the globe.

Email us at: prservices@caribbeanpragency.com
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We, Heads of State, Ministers and 
representatives of Government from Africa, 
Asia, Caribbean and the Pacific, representing 
some of the countries most vulnerable to the 
adverse impacts of climate change:

Gravely concerned at reports of a downgrading 
of expectations for COP15 and calling therefore 
for a redoubling of efforts – including through the 
attendance in Copenhagen, at Head of State- 
or Head of Government-level, of all States, and 
especially of major industrialised nations and all 
major emerging economies. 

Emphasising that developed countries bear the 
overwhelming historic responsibility for causing 
anthropogenic climate change and must therefore 
take the lead in responding to the challenge 
across all four building blocks of an enhanced 
international climate change regime – namely 
mitigation, adaption, technology and finance – that 
builds-upon the UNFCCC and its Kyoto Protocol. 

Taking account of their historic responsibility as 
well as the need to secure climate justice for the 
world’s poorest and most vulnerable communities, 
developed countries must commit to legally-
binding and ambitious emission reduction targets 
consistent with limiting global average surface 
warming to well below 1.5 degrees Celsius above 
pre-industrial levels and long-term stabilisation 
of atmosperhic greenhouse gas concentrations 
at well below below 350ppm,,and that to achieve 
this the agreement at COP15 UNFCCC should 

include a goal of peaking global emissions by 
2015 with a sharp decline thereafter towards a 
global reduction of 85% by 2050, 

Emphasising that protecting the climate system is 
the common responsibility of all humankind, that 
the Earth’s climate system has a limited capacity 
to absorb greenhouse gas emissions, and that 
action is required by all countries on the basis 
of common but differentiated responsibilities, 
respective capabilities, and the precautionary 
principle, 

Underscoring that maintaining carbon-intensive 
modes of production established in 19th Century 
Europe will incur enormous social and economic 
cost in the medium- and long-term, whereas 
shifting to a carbon-neutral future based on 
green technology and low-carbon energy creates 
wealth, jobs, new economic opportunities, and 
local co-benefits in terms of health and reduced 
pollution,

Convinced that those countries which take the 
lead in embracing this future will be the winners 
of the 21st Century;

Expressing our determination, as vulnerable 
States, to demonstrate leadership on climate 
change by leading the world into the low-carbon 
and ultimately carbon-neutral economy, but 
recognising that we cannot achieve this goal on 
our own; 

Now therefore,

Declare our determination, as low-emitting 
countries that are acutely vulnerable to climate 
change, to show moral leadership on climate 
change through actions as well as words, by acting 
now to commence greening our economies as our 
contribution towards achieving carbon neutrality, 

Affirm that this will enhance the objectives of 
achieving sustainable development, reducing 
poverty and attaining the internationally agreed 
development goals including the Millennium 
Development Goals, 

Excerpts of  a Declaration: 
Climate Vulnerable Forum
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Call upon all other countries to follow the moral 
leadership shown by the Republic of Maldives 
by voluntarily committing to achieving carbon-
neutrality, 

Assert that the achievement of carbon neutrality 
by developing countries will be extremely 
difficult given their 
lack of resources 
and capacity and 
pressing adaptation 
challenges, without 
external financial, 
technological and 
capabi l i ty-bui ld ing 
support from 
developed countries, 

Declare that, 
irrespective of the 
effectiveness of 
mitigation actions, 
significant adverse 
changes in the global 
climate are now 
inevitable and are 
already taking place, 
and thus Parties to the 
UNFCCC must also 
include, in the COP15 
outcome document, an 
ambitious agreement 
on adaptation finance 
which should prioritise the needs of the most 
vulnerable countries, especially in the near-term, 

Call upon developed countries to provide public 
money amounting to at least 1.5% of their gross 
domestic product, in addition to innovative 
sources of finance, annually by 2015 to assist 
developing countries make their transition to a 
climate resilient low-carbon economy. This grant-
based finance must be predictable, sustainable, 
transparent, new and additional – on top of 
developed country commitments to deliver 0.7% 
of their Gross National Income as Overseas 
Development Assistance.

Underline that financing for mitigation and 
adaptation, under the authority of the Conference 
of Parties to the UNFCCC, should be on the basis 

of direct access to implement country-led national 
Low-Carbon Development Plans and Climate 
Resilient Development Strategies, and the 
process to allocate and deliver the finance must be 
accessible, transparent, consensual, accountable, 
results-orientated and should prioritise the needs 
of the most vulnerable countries.

Further underline that 
fundamental principles 
and issues relating to 
the survival of peoples 
and preservation of 
sovereign rights are 
non-negotiable, and 
should be embedded 
in the Copenhagen 
legal agreement, 

Call on Parties to 
the UNFCCC to also 
consider and address 
the health, human 
rights and security 
implications of climate 
change, including 
the need to prepare 
communities for 
relocation, to protect 
persons displaced 
across borders due to 
climate change-related 
impacts, and the need 

to create a legal framework to protect the human 
rights of those left stateless as a result of climate 
change. 

Invite other vulnerable countries to endorse this 
Declaration. 

Decide to hold a second meeting of the Climate 
Vulnerable Forum in [country] on [date] to take 
forward this initiative, to further raise awareness 
of the vulnerabilities and actions of vulnerable 
countries to combat climate change, and to 
amplify their voice in international negotiations. In 
this context, request support from the UN system 
to assist the most vulnerable developing countries 
take action in pursuit of this Declaration.  
 

Adopted in Malé, Maldives, 10 November 2009
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UNITED NATIONS COMMITTED 
TO WORKING WITH 

CARIBBEAN COMMUNITY, 
HARD-HIT

Excerpts of UN Secretary-General 
Ban Ki-moon’s remarks to the 
mini-summit with the Caribbean 
Community (CARICOM) on 
September 26 in New York:

 I am delighted to join you for 
this mini-summit.  Thank you for 
your participation.
 The Caribbean region is vital 

to the United Nations.  You are helping to advance our agenda.  
We saw that clearly at this week’s summit on climate change, and 
the General Assembly’s general debate.
 CARICOM has a great stake in realizing our common 
goals.  Your region has been especially hard-hit by climate change 
and the global financial crisis.  The world needs to hear from you.  
The United Nations is committed to working with you to respond to 
these and other challenges.  I hope we can use this mini-summit 
to help chart the way forward.
 CARICOM has shown exemplary leadership on the issue 
of climate change.  You understand the dangers faced by small 
island developing States.  For some Caribbean countries, your 
very existence is threatened.  Despite these difficulties, you are 
taking the path of cooperation.  Your common regional approach is 
a model for others.
 CARICOM members will play a key role as the 
negotiations continue.  I welcome the proposals you have put 
forward, especially on the conservation of forests and the protection 
of marine resources.  The AOSIS [Alliance of Small Island States] 
Declaration adopted on Monday was an important step.
 This week’s Summit brought everyone to the table in a 
way that only the United Nations can.  We saw serious dialogue 
between the major world economies and the most vulnerable 
ones.  The issue of financing, which is crucial for achieving a final 
deal, took centre stage.
 Now it is up to national leaders to demonstrate global 
leadership.  I will count on you to continue playing this constructive 
role so that we can seal a deal in Copenhagen.

AHEAD OF COPENHAGEN TALKS, SMALL ISLAND NATIONS 
SOUND ALARM AT UN ON CLIMATE CHANGE

The success of the climate change negotiations in Copenhagen will 
best be measured by how well any final deal protects small island 
States, the countries that are most vulnerable to global warming, 
their leaders told the General Assembly’s high-level debate. 
 The leaders of archipelagos in the South Pacific, the 
Caribbean and off the coast of Africa warned that the countries’ 
very existence may be at stake if urgent measures are not 
introduced to slash greenhouse gas emissions and adapt to rising 
global temperatures. 
 “We wait with bated breaths and hope that humanity 
will show itself worthy of this planet and that nations will have 
the political will and integrity of leadership to solve the most 
confounding challenge of our era,” said Baldwin Spencer, Prime 
Minister of Antigua and Barbuda. 

 Mr. Spencer told the third 
day of the annual General Debate 
that small island countries are 
profoundly disappointed by the lack 
of action to protect these countries 
and their peoples, culture, land and 
ecosystems, given their extreme 
vulnerability. 
Earlier in the week, Secretary-
General Ban Ki-moon convened 
a climate change summit that 
brought together dozens of heads 
of State and government to try 
to build momentum ahead of the 
negotiations in December in the 

Danish capital, where the world’s 
nations will try to agree on a pact to reduce emissions when the 
first commitment period of the Kyoto Protocol ends in 2012. 
 Emanuel Mori, President of the Federated States of 
Micronesia, said Mr. Ban’s summit had brought more attention to 
the issue at a critical time before Copenhagen, but he warned that 
time is already running out. 
 “What if the meltings from the polar ice sheets and glaciers 
reach their irreversible tipping point?” Mr. Mori asked. “The outcome 
is crystal clear: Micronesia and all low-lying islands will disappear. 
But the effects will go much further, endangering coastal cities and 
communities all over the world, including Manhattan.” 
 Mr. Mori urged the introduction, through the UN 
Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC), of a series 
of rapid mitigation strategies to try to lessen the impact as soon as 
possible. 
 Dominica’s President Nicholas Liverpool called on other 
countries to allow the Alliance of Small Island States (AOSIS) to 
have a greater say at the negotiating table on climate change 
given they are on the frontline. 
 “We are contributing to a solution to the effects of climate 
change by pursuing measures at the national level to promote 
energy efficiency, reduce the consumption of fossil fuels, and to 
develop our geothermal potential for national energy needs, as 
well as for possible export of clean energy to our neighbours,” he 

said. 
 Anote Tong, President of 
Kiribati, described climate change 
as the greatest moral challenge of 
the era. 
 “We simply cannot afford the 
consequences of inaction. The 
people of my country are already 
feeling the impacts of climate 
change, which will only worsen 
with time.” 
 Mr. Tong said the situation was 
already so dire that Kiribati had to 
be pragmatic about adaptation 
strategies for its people. 
“It is our overwhelming desire to 
maintain our homeland and our 

sovereignty. However, with the inevitable decline in the ability of 
our islands to support life, let alone increasing populations, due to 
rising sea levels, we must also provide opportunities for those of our 
people who wish to migrate to do so on merit and with dignity.” 
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Sao Tome and Principe’s President 
Fradique de Menezes warned 
that rising sea levels as a result 
of climate change were already 
causing serious coastal erosion in 
his country. 
 “Time is no longer on our side, 
but has become our unforgiving 
judge,” he said. “There is no 
time for unfounded justifications 
justifying non-fulfilment of the 
Kyoto Protocol.
 We cannot continue evading 
these essential environmental 
issues that are not a question of 

developing countries against developed ones. We need urgent 
measures which are global and concrete to save us from this 
crisis.” 
 Marshall Islands’ President Litokwa Tomeing called on 
the wealthiest nations to “consider the implicit moral obligation 
that comes with their privileged and affluent status” and to agree 
to measures that may disturb some of the benefits that come with 
living in wealthy, industrialized societies. 

 “We appeal to you to be as 
unrestrained as the wind and 
set the limit of increase in global 
average temperature beyond 
pre-industrial period at a level to 
ensure our survival,” Mr. Tomeing 
said. 
 “We appeal to you to be 
fair-minded and to act with 
determination to reduce global 
emissions by at least 85 per cent 
by 2050 from 1990 levels. We 
appeal to you to ensure that global 
emissions peak no later than 
2015.” 
 In his address to the Assembly 

today, Vanuatu’s Prime Minister Edward Natapei underscored the 
security implications wrought by climate change. 
 Global warming, he told the Assembly, is already “affecting 
the livelihoods of our people as the international community 
struggles to come to terms with the idea that climate change poses 
a real threat to the future survival of mankind.” 

 CLIMATE CHANGE 
FINANCING: NEW 

CHALLENGES 
FOR LATIN AMERICA 

Region’s high-level officials of 
finance, environment along with 
international experts explore 
options for long-term climate 
investments

Latin America needs enhanced 
capacities to face a new climate 
change regime, especially key 
financial mechanisms that make 

possible national efforts to reduce the impact of climate change 
(adaptation), curb greenhouse gas emissions (mitigation) and 
enable the transfer of new green technologies. 
 This was one of the conclusions at the first day of the 
meeting Climate Financing and Long-Term National Development 
Planning in Ibero-America, a high-level debate dedicated to 
exploring options for the integration of climate change financing into 
national and regional long-term social and economic development 
planning. 
 More than 60 Latin American governmental authorities 
– from the finance and environment ministries – along with 
representatives from the private sector and international 
organizations discussed key challenges to climate change 
investment and financial flows at the national and regional levels. 
 “Climate change is the defining human development 
challenge of the 21st century,” said Veerle Vandeweerd, director 
of UNDP’s Environment and Energy Group. “If we do not address 
this squarely and successfully now, we can expect international 
poverty reduction efforts to fail.” 
 “Permitting countries that have played little or no role in 
causing the problem to adapt to the inevitable consequences of 
a changing climate is crucial. We have to work in partnership so 
countries can prepare themselves for the Copenhagen Conference 
of the Parties and beyond.”
 Along with UNDP and the IDB, the Economic Commission 
for Latin America and the Caribbean (ECLAC) and the World Bank 
presented several initiatives, showcasing the outcomes of such 
climate change funds.

Our children are 
ready to learn and 
eager to grow up.

What future 
are we leaving 
for them?
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STATEMENT OF OAS SECRETARY GENERAL ON THE 
RECENT SPECIAL UN SUMMIT ON CLIMATE CHANGE

“We at the OAS welcome 
the positive statements 
made by leaders of 
developed and developing 
countries at last week’s 
Special UN Summit on 
Climate Change, particularly 
the commitments made by 
the leaders of the US and 
China to contribute towards 
meaningful outcomes at the 
upcoming 15th Conference 
of the Parties to the UN 
Framework Convention 

on Climate Change in 
Copenhagen, Denmark, in December 2009.
 “We also noted President Obama’s reference to 
the Energy and Climate Partnership for the Americas which 
the President proposed at the 5th Summit of the Americas in 
Trinidad and Tobago in April this year. 
 The OAS stands ready to work with President Obama 
to bring this critical hemispheric vehicle to life. We believe 
the OAS can play a foundational role in this initiative, given 
our many decades of work in these areas and the existence 
of organs within the OAS system for dialogue at the highest 
political levels. 

“The OAS remains hopeful that the Copenhagen 
Conference will be successful, but climate change is not 
awaiting the outcome of one meeting, it is an on-going 
phenomenon. The rate of global warming is such that even 
if the best deal is achieved in Denmark, the economies and 
societies of the most vulnerable countries will continue to be 
at risk for decades. 
 This fact unleashes a moral obligation on the part of 
major industrialized countries, in particular to assist vulnerable 
countries to adapt to the impacts of climate change. We 
at the OAS see a critical role for ourselves in mobilizing 
and channeling support to vulnerable countries within the 
hemisphere”. 
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ISLAND STATES SAY ‘NO BACKSLIDING’ ON BINDING 
CLIMATE DEAL

The world’s threatened 
island states expressed 
alarm at suggestions that 
the Copenhagen Climate 
Summit will not produce 
legally binding outcomes 
to build on the current 
international climate 
regime.
 Speaking at the 
conclusion of climate talks 
in Bangkok,  Ambassador 
Dessima Williams, 
Permanent Representative 

of Grenada to the United Nations in New York and current 
Chair of the 43-member Alliance of Small Island States, said 
her group was deeply concerned with the “divisive rhetoric” 
that had characterised some of the discussions in Bangkok.
 Ambassador Williams addressed the growing divide 
by proposing two separate and legally binding outcomes in 
December. Island states joined with other developing nations 
in calling for deeper emission reduction commitments by 
industrialised countries under the Kyoto Protocol for the 
period after 2012.

She also called for a second, multilateral and legally 
binding agreement to define action for all countries, including 
the United States, sufficient to limit global warming to less 
than 1.5 degrees Celsius above pre-industrial levels.

Responding to a push by some industrialised 
countries to move forward without the Kyoto Protocol, 
Ambassador Williams said: “It is essential that we build upon, 
and do not weaken, the existing legally binding framework”. 
She added that “now is not the time for backsliding. The failure 
to deliver ambitious legally binding outcomes in Copenhagen 
will threaten the survival small island states.”

Ambassador Williams also noted that Bangkok had 
seen Costa Rica, Guatemala, Panama and Sri Lanka join 
AOSIS and the Group of Least Developed Countries (LDCs) 
in calling for global warming to be limited to below 1.5°C 
above pre-industrial temperatures. 

The AOSIS targets are now supported by close to 
100 countries, more than half the UN membership.

Looking forward, Ambassador Williams urged all 
countries to use the next round of talks in Barcelona to lift their 
sights and ambitions. “We cannot afford to push negotiations 
on our two instruments into next year” she said. “There is 
no better time than now. We have a moral, political and 
generational responsibility to make Copenhagen the success 
that the world expects.”
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GUYANA: GOVERNMENT, CIVIL SOCIETY AND INTERNATIONAL 
COMMUNITY REPRESENTATIVES MET AMERINDIAN 
COMMUNITIES TO FOSTER CLIMATE CHANGE PARTNERSHIP

Strategy to Reduce Emissions from Deforestation and Forest 
Degradation (REDD) Discussed with Amerindian Groups

Government, civil society, and donor representatives met with 16 
Amerindian communities 
at Iwokrama, Nappi and 
Kamarang in October to 
discuss the Government’s 
proposed REDD strategy 
to keep forests standing, 
store carbon, and in return, 
receive payments from the 
international community.
  Guyana is a lead 
participant in the Global 
Forest Carbon Partnership 

Facility (FCPF), which involves 50 donor and forest countries and 
is administered by the World Bank to help countries develop REDD 
strategies.
  Guyana is currently refining its Low Carbon Development 
Strategy (LCDS), which provides an overarching development 
framework. REDD would be the main financing mechanism for 
LCDS. Since its launch in June 2009, the LCDS has followed 
an extensive process of national engagement with stakeholders 
across the country, including Amerindian communities.
 “Adopting a REDD strategy is a key priority for Guyana. 
The resources garnered from REDD will be used to make Guyana’s 
economy more climate resilient, provide alternative economic
opportunities for all Guyanese, and reduce the long-term pressure on 
forests,” said Guyana’s President Bharrat Jagdeo.

“Together, in a partnership, the Government, and people 
of Guyana, including our Indigenous Peoples, and the international 
community will ensure the adoption of a transparent and successful 
REDD initiative that will benefit us all,” he added.
 “Communities visited expressed interest in participating in the 
design of the REDD strategy. They also identified some issues to be 
further addressed such as deepening and expanding the consultation 
process; land related matters; the establishment of a revenue sharing 
mechanism that is mutually acceptable; and the application of World 
Bank safeguard policies throughout the process,” said Giorgio 
Valentini, World Bank Country Representative in Guyana. 

A US$200,000 seed grant will be provided to support further 
REDD formulation efforts. The grant will fund technical studies 
coordinated by the Forestry Commission and information efforts and 
community awareness activities coordinated by the National Toshao’s 
Council.
  “We welcome the mission’s interest to include Amerindian 
communities in the dialogue and fully participate in the design phase 
of REDD. We look forward to a fruitful collaboration for the good of the 
Amerindian people taking into account the issues they raised,” said 
Yvonne Pearson, Chair of the National Toshao’s Council.



The Tatra Mountains 
(located both in Poland and 
Slovakia, Europe) are the 
highest mountain range in the 
Carpathian Mountains. Although 
considerably smaller than the 
Alps, they are classified as having 
an alpine landscape. Their high 

mountain character, combined with great accessibility, makes 
them popular with tourist and scientists. The Tatra Mountains 
in all their ancient majesty rear up over its capital Zakopane, 
which in XIX century became a ‘mecca’ for Polish artists and 
activists.
 Mountains are ‘loaded’  with legends and stories, 
yarned by local highlanders ‘Gorale’, which give more 
mystery, marvels and feeling of spirit to mute peaks, lakes 
and valleys. Gorale are very warm and welcoming people 
and they make sure their culture and folklore is well protected 
and attractive to every kind of tourists.
 Entire mountains area presents very unique 
architecture: houses, huts, hostels and churches are mostly 
wooden with steep roofs, nicely decorated with carvings and 
sculptures, perfectly blending with the mountain landscape.
Once you find yourself in Tatras you can’t miss trying the 
local relish ‘oscypek’- exclusive smoked cheese made of 
salted sheep milk. Oscypek is a protected trade name under 
the EU’s Protected Designation of Origin geographical 
indication!
 Tatras’ landscape is filled with a plethora of trails, both 
in the foothills and valleys as well as up in the craggy peaks. 
In spring, the alpine meadows are flooded with carpets of 
flowers, making an idyllic place for walking. 

Summer brings early dawns, smell of drying herbs and 
sound of sheep bells on hilly grass lands. Autumn colours 
forests brightly, rustles leaves and gives musty fragrance of 
mushrooms. In winter white down duvet covers trees, snow 
crunches under your shoes and frost pinches your nose. 
There is always a good time to come to Tatras to admire 
every season’s apparel, always astonishing for walkers, 
climbers and mountaineering.

Hillbi l ly  returns to his  val leys

Photos by Bogusia Sipiora
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There are plenty of glacial lakes in Polish Tatras (around 40) and Morskie Oko (‘Marine Eye’) is arguably the 
most beautiful and it is certainly the largest. The lake is entered through a small pass, and once inside, you 
are entirely surrounded by the mountains. According to legend the lake was cried out by disobedient daughter 
of Polish king called Morski (Marine). Going to war with German army, Morski left his beautiful daughter 
behind but made her promise that she’d never get married to a foreigner. However, she succumbed to the 
charm of an Hungarian prince and not only did she married him but also gave birth to seven children. 

After coming back and discovering the home-truth Morski accursed her and her family. The princess 
fled to the highest peak in Tatras and cried her eyes out forming the ‘Morskie Oko’, which till today has very 
dark colour, as if in mourning.

Shelter Morskie Oko, the eldest in Polish Tatras, is a fine example of mountain style architecture. 
From the hostel you can admire the panoramic view of peaks and go wool-gathering, looking at these 
perfect shapes created by Nature. One of them is the most popular rope-climbing summit in the Polish High 
Tatras - phantom Mnich (Monk) which reminds of meditating monk with his hood on. It is said that one monk 
from nearby monastery was turn into rock by Heaven after succumbing the devil’s temptation.

Above Morskie Oko lies the magnificent Czarny Staw (Black Lake), this is raised on a high escarpment 
in Dolina Pieciu Stawow (Valley of the Five Lakes). It is about one hour climbing the rocky path to get to 
Czarny Staw from Morskie Oko. The spectacular view of the lake with permanent snowdrift is just worth 
every effort.

The mystery of mountains is that once you catch the flow you will always come back. The route is 
never the same and emotions are different every time you approach the places. 
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ADAPTING TO CLIMATE 
CHANGE TO COST US$75-

100 BILLION A YEAR:

New global estimate for 
cost of adaptation to climate 
change in developing 
countries 

 The costs of adaptation to 
climate change in developing 
countries will be in the order 
of US$75-100 billion per year 
for the period 2010 to 2050, 
according to preliminary 

findings in a new global study 
from The World Bank. 
 The Economics of Adaptation to Climate Change 
(EACC) study, funded by the governments of the 
Netherlands, Switzerland, and the United Kingdom is the 
most in-depth analysis of the economics of adaptation to 
climate change to date and uses a new methodology for 
assessing these costs. 
 The new approach involves comparing a future 
world without climate change with a future world with climate 
change. The difference between these two worlds entails a 
series of actions to adapt to the new world conditions. The 
costs of these additional actions are the costs of adapting to 
climate change. 

In the draft consultation document released at the 
end of September, a key part of the overall analysis involved 
estimating adaptation costs for major economic sectors 
under two alternative future climate scenarios: “wet” and a 
“dry”. 

 Under the relatively dryer 
scenario the adaptation cost is 
estimated at US$75 billion per 
year, while under the scenario 
that assumes a future wetter 
climate it is US$100 billion. 
 “Roughly the costs of 
adapting to a 2oC warmer 
world are of the same order of 
magnitude as current Overseas 
Development Assistance” said 
Katherine Sierra, World Bank 
Vice President for Sustainable 
Development. 
 “Faced with the prospect of 
huge additional infrastructure 

costs, as well as drought, 
disease and dramatic reductions in agricultural productivity, 
developing countries need to be prepared for the potential 
consequences of unchecked climate change. In this respect, 
access to necessary financing will be critical,” she said.
 “The World Bank study makes plain that taking 
action in favor of adaptation now can result in future savings 
and reduce unacceptable risks,” said Bert Koenders, Dutch 
Minister for Development Cooperation. 

THE UN-REDD PROGRAMME WELCOMES FIVE NEW 
COUNTRIES:

The UN-REDD 
P r o g r a m m e ’ s 
third Policy Board 
welcomed five 
new countries. 
A r g e n t i n a , 
C a m b o d i a , 
Ecuador, Nepal 
and Sri Lanka 
are the first to 
officially request 
to participate in 
the UN-REDD 
Programme, in 
addition to the 

initial nine member countries. Nearly 20 countries have 
expressed interest and more are expected to join.
 All five countries indicated their interest in 
benefiting from the experience and knowledge generated 
by the UN-REDD Programme, particularly on the issues of 
measurement, reporting and verification (MRV) systems, 
and consultation with civil society and indigenous peoples.
 “For us, joining the UN-REDD Programme is 
mostly about tapping into the Programme’s experience 
and expertise,” stressed Leandro Carlos Fernandez, 
Argentina’s REDD National Focal Point. “We have forests 
on our borders with Bolivia and Paraguay, both UN-REDD 
countries, and we would like to be part of the process to 
increase cooperation between countries, and create a 
regional initiative on REDD.”
 “We are here to address issues of deforestation 
and degradation together, as we are trying to improve 
the development of local communities,” said Dr Omaliss 
Keo, Cambodia’s focal point on REDD. “We look forward 
to working with the UN-REDD team to develop a REDD 
roadmap for Cambodia to guide all our REDD work in the 
future.”
 The UN-REDD Programme’s third Policy Board 
approved funding for Panama’s national programme. The 
Policy Board approved the allocation of US$5.3 million to 
help the country get ready for REDD.
 Panama went through an extensive and challenging 
process of consultation with civil society and indigenous 
peoples in order to prepare its national programme, building 
on the previous administration’s initial work. 

Argentina, Cambodia, Ecuador, Nepal and Sri 
Lanka join the UN-REDD Programme, Denmark 
becomes a new donor and Panama gets approval 
of its UN-REDD national programme.
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ABBREVIATED ADDRESS BY MALDIVES PRESIDENT MOHAMMED 
NASHEED AT THE CLIMATE VULNERABLE FORUM HELD IN 

NOVEMBER.

We gather in this hall today, as some of the most climate-vulnerable nations 
on Earth. 
 We are vulnerable because climate change threatens to hit us first; and 
hit us hardest.  And we are vulnerable because we have modest means with 
which to protect ourselves from the coming disaster. 
 We are a diverse group of countries. But we share one common enemy.  
For us, climate change is no distant or abstract threat; but a clear and present 
danger to our survival. 
 Climate change is melting the glaciers in Nepal. It is causing flooding 
in Bangladesh. It threatens to submerge the Maldives and Kiribati. And 

in recent weeks, it has furthered drought in Tanzania, and typhoons in the Philippines. We are the 
frontline states in the climate change battle. 
 Ladies and gentlemen, Developing nations did not cause the climate crisis. We are not 
responsible for the hundreds of years of carbon emissions, which are cooking the planet.  But the 
dangers climate change poses to our countries, means that this crisis can no longer be considered 
somebody else’s problem. 
 Carbon knows no boundaries. Whether we like it or not, we are all in this fight together. For all 
of us gathered here today, inaction is not an option.  So, what can we do about it? 

To my mind, whatever course of action we take must be based on the latest advice of climate 
scientists. Not on the advice of politicians like us. 

As Copenhagen looms, and negotiators frantically search for a solution, it is easy to think that 
climate change is like any other international issue. It is easy to assume that it can be solved by a 
messy political compromise between powerful states. But the fact of the matter is, we cannot negotiate 
with the laws of physics.

We cannot cut a deal with Mother Nature. We have to learn to live within the fixed planetary 
boundaries that nature has set.  And it is increasingly clear that we are living way beyond those 
planetary means. Scientists say that global carbon dioxide levels must be brought back down below 
350 parts per million.  And we can see why. 
 We have already overshot the safe landing space. In consequence the ice caps are melting. 
The rainforests are threatened. And the world’s coral reefs are in imminent danger.
 Members of the G8 rich countries have pledged to halt temperature rises to two degrees 
Celsius.  Yet they have refused to commit to the carbon targets, which would deliver even this modest 
goal. 

  At two degrees we would lose the coral reefs. 

  At two degrees we would melt Greenland. 

  At two degrees my country would not survive.

 As a president I cannot accept this. 

  As a person I cannot accept this. 

  I refuse to believe that it is too late, and that we cannot do anything about it.

 Copenhagen is our date with destiny. 

  Let us go there with a better plan. 
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REPORT FINDS THAT WOMEN WILL BE MOST 
AFFECTED BY CLIMATE CHANGE BUT REMAIN 

NOTICEABLY ABSENT FROM COPENHAGEN 
AGENDA

Women will bear the 
greatest burden of a 
changing climate but 
so far have received 
little attention 
from negotiators 
working toward a 
new global climate 
deal, according to 
the 2009 edition of 
the United Nations 
Population Fund’s 
State of World 
Population. 
 R o b e r t 
E n g e l m a n , 
W o r l d w a t c h 
Institute’s Vice 

President for Programs, was lead author of the report, 
which argues that women’s issues, and especially 
women’s health issues, have been largely overlooked 
in discussions leading up to the UN climate talks in 
Copenhagen, Denmark, this December.
 “This is the first report in which a United Nations 
agency has connected climate change to human 
population and the status of women,” Mr. Engelman said. 
“Its main finding—that investing in women and erasing 
the constraints on their achievement will slow climate 
change and build social resilience—is powerful and 
hopeful.”
 In addition to exploring the inherent connections 
between population and climate change, the report 
examines the climate issue as it pertains to multiple 
aspects of health, development, and the global 
environment. These connections have long remained at 
the forefront of Worldwatch’s research. 
 State of World Population 2009 shows that 
investments that empower women and girls—particularly 
investments in education and health—also bolster 
economic development and reduce poverty. 
 According to State of the World Population 2009, 
the poor are especially vulnerable to the impacts of 
climate change, and the majority of the 1.5 billion people 
living on $1 a day or less are women.  The poor are more 
likely to depend on agriculture for a living and therefore 
risk going hungry or losing their livelihoods when droughts 
strike, rains become unpredictable and hurricanes move 
with unprecedented force. The poor also tend to live in 
marginal areas that are vulnerable to floods, rising seas, 
and storms.
 Worldwatch is Lead Author of the United Nations 
Population Fund’s State of the World Population 2009

ICAO AND AMADEUS 
JOIN FORCES TO HELP 

MANAGE 
AVIATION CARBON 

EMISSIONS 

The International Civil Aviation 
Organization (ICAO) and 
Amadeus, a global leader in 
technology and distribution 
solutions for the travel and 
tourism industry, have signed 
an agreement for ICAO to 
supply Amadeus with data 
from its Carbon Emissions 

Calculator. 
 The data will allow Amadeus’ worldwide customer 
base to estimate the carbon footprint of air travel. 
 With the Calculator, the best publicly available 
sources of information are used in the calculations. The 
methodology, which was developed through ICAO’s 
Committee on Aviation Environmental Protection (CAEP), 
takes into account a range of variables such as aircraft 
type, route specific data, passenger load factors and 
cargo carried. 
 “We are delighted to support the industry in 
its effort to address the complex issue of calculating 
individual carbon footprints from air travel and we believe 
ICAO is the right partner to bring a unified and common 
approach,” said David Jones, President and CEO of 
Amadeus. 
 “Through our technology, data management 
capabilities and the results from the ICAO Carbon 
Calculator, we aim to help our customers meet their 
environmental objectives.” 
 “Every day, more than one million passengers 
fly with bookings processed by Amadeus reservation 
platforms,” added the company’s Group Environmental 
Officer, Lucas Bobes. 
 “For this reason, Amadeus has a responsibility 
to provide neutral, objective information, and shares a 
common interest with ICAO in making sure the calculation 
of emissions is done in a rigorous and consistent 
manner.” 
 Amadeus will integrate the data into its travel 
reservation platforms by mid 2010. “Air travel is essential 
to our global society. Reducing its carbon footprint is key 
to ensuring the sustainable growth of air transport,” said 
Raymond Benjamin, Secretary General of ICAO. 
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IMPACTS OF CLIMATE 
CHANGE COMING 

FASTER AND SOONER

New Science Report 
Underlines Urgency for 
Governments to Seal the 
Deal in Copenhagen 

The pace and scale of 
climate change may now 
be outstripping even the 
most sobering predictions 
of the last report of the 
Intergovernmental Panel of 

Climate Change (IPCC).   
An analysis of the very latest, peer-reviewed science 
indicates that many predictions at the upper end of the 
IPCC’s forecasts are becoming ever more likely. 
 Meanwhile, the newly emerging science points 
to some events thought likely to occur in longer-term 
time horizons, as already happening or set to happen far 
sooner than had previously been thought. 
 Researchers have become increasingly 
concerned about ocean acidification linked with the 
absorption of carbon dioxide in seawater and the impact 
on shellfish and coral reefs. 
� Water that can corrode a shell-making substance called 
aragonite is already welling up along the California coast 
decades earlier than existing models predict. 
 Losses from glaciers, ice-sheets and the Polar 
Regions appear to be happening faster than anticipated, 
with the Greenland ice sheet, for example, recently 
seeing melting some 60 percent higher than the previous 
record of 1998. 
�  Some scientists are now warning that sea levels could 
rise by up to two metres by 2100 and five to ten times 
that over following centuries. 
  The report also underlines concern by scientists 
that the planet is now committed to some damaging and 
irreversible impacts as a result of the greenhouse gases 
already in the atmosphere. 
�  Losses of tropical and temperate mountain glaciers 
affecting perhaps 20 percent to 25 percent of the human 
population in terms of drinking water, irrigation and hydro-
power. 
�  Shifts in the hydrological cycle resulting in the 
disappearance of regional climates with related losses 
of ecosystems, species and the spread of drylands 
northwards and southwards away from the equator. 
 Recent science suggests that it may still be 
possible to avoid the most catastrophic impacts of 
climate change. However, this will only happen if there 
is immediate, cohesive and decisive action to both cut 
emissions and assist vulnerable countries adapt. 
 These are among the findings of a report released 
by the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) 
entitled Climate Change Science Compendium 2009.

CLIMATE REFUGEES TO 
SOAR

New report predicts millions 
to become climate refugees, 
and leads calls for a new 
global legal framework to 
protect those displaced by 
climate change. 

“No Place Like Home” 
highlights the humanitarian 
plight of an estimated 150 
million people whose homes 
will be lost as a result of 
climate change by 2050. 

These ‘climate refugees’ are not recognised under the 
1951 Geneva Convention on Refugees and the report 
calls for a new international legal agreement to help them 
survive.
 The report details the growing economic and 
humanitarian costs of climate change attributable for the 
deaths of over 300,000 people and economic losses of 
US$125 billion annually, reporting that an estimated 500 
- 600 million people, around 10% of the planet’s human 
population, are at extreme risk from the adverse effects 
of climate change.

 
FILIPINO JOURNALIST 
WINS ADB AWARD

Filipino journalist Imelda 
Abano was honored 
during a ceremony 
for winning this year’s 
Development Journalist of 
the Year award, a program 
launched by a subsidiary 
of the Asian Development 

Bank for journalists 
covering development issues in Asia and the Pacific. 
 “We are all winners,” said Ms. Abano, a science 
and environment journalist who won one of two special 
awards for her story titled “Scorched Earth.” 
 “We should continue writing compelling stories 
to make a difference,” she said during the Developing 
Asia Journalism Awards ceremony organized by the 
Asian Development Bank Institute at the Foreign 
Correspondents’ Club of Japan. 
 The other special award, the Young Development 
Journalist of the Year, went to Supriya Khandekar from 
India for her story titled “Women of a Lesser Society.” 
 Other winners are Sithav An from Cambodia for 
the Poverty Impact of the Global Financial Crisis category, 
Raknish Wijewardene from Sri Lanka for the Government 
Responses to the Global Financial Crisis category, Zhu 
Yan from China for the Infrastructure Development 
category and Moffat Ghala Mamu from the Solomon 
Islands for the Climate Change Adaptation category. 
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e’re coming to the end of the naughty years. 
Well to be more precise the naughties. That’s 
what one of my nephews calls the years 2000 
through 2009. He explained that we had the 

Twenties, Thirties, Forties etc. through to the Nineties 
so it was logical that a new century, with its double 
zeroes or two noughts, “00”, should be the noughties. 
The expression was popular these past years with 
young people in the UK.
 Some people heralded the 21st Century as a 
time of hope while others predicted disaster. There’s 
been a bit of both. There are some people who dug 
deep into the rubble of disaster and found hope. They 
found a thread of something they could hold onto and 
build upon. A thread they could tie around their finger 
to remind them that all is not lost. A thread they could 
weave into a tough fabric to provide temporary shelter 
as they look toward creating a better future. A thread 
they could add to the threads of others and twist into 
a thick rope, strong enough to pull them and their 
communities out of difficulty situations. 

It’s understandable that some people 
feel a creeping sense of hopelessness; they feel 
disempowered, almost as if their life, and possibly 
their future, is out of their hands. A friend recently told 
me he believes all these high power meetings about 
climate change are not going anywhere. He labelled 
efforts to reduce carbon emissions, recycle waste, 
reforestation, sustainable development as hopeless 
causes because it’s not up to the “ordinary man and 
woman in the street.”

This view seems popular. The results of a 
survey carried out for the Scottish Government last 
year are eerily familiar. A majority of those surveyed 
agreed that climate change is an immediate and urgent 
problem, rather than a problem for the future. However,  
“ … just over a third say that they do not believe their 
behaviour and everyday lifestyle contribute to climate 
change and that the environment is a low priority 

compared with other things in their life.” (http://www.
scotland.gov.uk/Publications/2009/08/03100422/5)
 As the debate on climate change heats up 
(pun intended) various forums around the world, an 
increasing number of individuals have begun to take 
steps to reduce their personal contribution to global 
warming and adapt their lifestyles to cooperate with 
the environment rather than continue the war on it. No 
doubt there are huge issues at stake that will require 
changes, commitment and new thinking by those who 
walk the corridors of power around the globe, but 
personal responsibility really does make a difference. 
Many examples of individuals taking small steps 
leading to significant improvement to the environment 
in their communities have been cited in the pages of 
this magazine and many other publications that focus 
on environmental issues.

Sometimes we want change so badly that we 
rush into things, biting off more than we can chew and 
end up feeling disappointed because the results we 
expected didn’t materialise. Jumping into the deep 
end is a plan and can bring results, but there are times 
when a mindset has been in place for years or maybe 
centuries and jumping into the deep end could be like 
diving into a whirlpool wearing a blindfold.

Maybe we should try smaller steps. I remember 
when I used to hike on weekends. Going up steep hills 
was a killer, but a guy who had military training used to 
tell us to take short quick steps instead of long ones. 
It worked. Walking up steep inclines never became a 
complete breeze, but it sure was easier. The energy 
used by our legs was concentrated into a small area 
and we had better control of our movements. Overall, 
it was a more efficient use of energy. 

If we really want to change our world by 
reducing any negative impact our lifestyles may be 
having on the planet we call home and if we want to 
leave something other than debts for our children and 
grandchildren, it might be a good idea to set about 
making incremental changes in the areas of our lives 
we control. Can you imagine the effect of just five 
percent of the world’s population - 325 million people 
- taking personal responsibility for improving the 
environment in and around their homes, at the work 
place, at their schools and universities?

As we move out of the Naughties and towards 
the Teens, are we ready to take personal responsibility 
for dealing with climate change? Are we ready to make 
changes to our lifestyles that would impact positively 
today and secure a better environment tomorrow? If 
we can change our attitude and behaviour toward the 
environment there’s a good chance of reducing the 
impact of climate change. There’s more than a thread 
of hope.

Garfield King is an independent radio producer, 
presenter and writer with almost 30 years broadcast 
experience.As a trainer, he conducts workshops on 
public speaking, presentation skills and communication 
dynamics. inkings@tstt.net.tt

Never lose 
hope!

W
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By Barbara King
Parent Educator, 
The Parent Support  Centre

common complaint from parents has always 
been that of children who do not, or will not 
listen, obey or “hear”. I have heard this com-
plaint for many years, first as a teacher and 

later as a Parent Education Facilitator. Parents find it 
frustrating and admit that it often leads to violence in 
action or speech that can be hurtful for all concerned 
in the long run. Whether it is about a child’s refusal to 
listen to an instruction for immediate action or a di-
rection for long term behaviour change, parents fume 
and speak with clenched teeth as they relate stories 
of saying the same thing “time and time again”, “day in 
day out”. Yet children ignore them altogether, stare at 
them with glazed eyes, or attend convincingly only to 
subsequently persist in the undesired behaviour.
 Parents say that when children don’t listen they 
feel powerless, unimportant, insignificant, disrespect-
ed. We feel uncared for, ignored, taken for granted, 
unappreciated. As a result sometimes we parents lash 
out, some withdraw affection and become cold and 
unresponsive, others nag and nag until they get some 
response, but all feel hurt and or rejected.

Children have the same complaint about their 
parents and the adults they interact with such as 
teachers. On more than one occasion my daughters 
have cried out in frustration: “You are not LISTENING 
to me!” as I brushed off their concern with some plati-
tude or absent-minded retort. 
Facilitators from Creative Parenting for the New Era 
(CPNE), based in Laventille, Trinidad, asked children 
in Secondary and Primary Schools to share their feel-
ings and thoughts about some of the things parents 
need to pay attention to. Youths in Chaguanas, Cen-
tral Trinidad responded:

     “Parents need to listen respectfully,”
     “They need to listen to their children’s issues”,

They asked that parents give children a chance to 
have a say in what is going on in their lives.  Girls at a 
school in San Fernando, South Trinidad, shared their 

experiences:

So, when it comes to not listening, we are as guilty as 
they. Perhaps we even taught them how to not listen or 
how to pretend to listen. If you think back to your own 
childhood, perhaps you might remember that when 
you were ignored. You felt powerless, unimportant, 
insignificant, disrespected. You felt unloved, taken for 
granted, invisible, unappreciated. Perhaps as a child 
you too lashed out in anger, but rather than at a par-
ent, at a sibling or classmate, or perhaps at someone’s 
property.
 When we don’t listen attentively to our children 
they may respond by lashing out at us physically or 
verbally. Like us, some withdraw affection and become 
cold and unresponsive, others nag and nag until they 
get some response, but all feel hurt and or rejected. 
So they indulge in behaviours that frustrate and annoy 
us. We feel they are not listening, etcetera, etcetera, 
etcetera - and the hunger for a responsive listening 
ear continues.

Taking time to listen may seem difficult, but it 
is actually less time-consuming in the long run. Sim-
ply stop what you are doing. Look at the child directly, 
preferably eye-to-eye. Put aside your judgements and 
expectations, and open your ears and your heart and 
listen - without interrupting. Aim to understand where 
he or she is coming from, not to fix, correct or advise. 
Just listen and try to understand.

Barbara King is a professional facilitator and parent 
educator. She is the presenter of Baby Talk on Music 
Radio 97, conducts parenting talks and workshops for 
T&T Innovative Parenting Support and Creative Par-
enting for the New Era and is editor of Parenting Sup-
port Newsletter. Email: baking@tstt.net.tt

Who’s 
listening?

“When children have a problem parents do not 
listen. They interject when the child is speaking 
and give a parent-type response. This makes the 
child feel the parent is unapproachable.”

“Some parents do not want to hear the entire story. 
They interrupt the child and delve into their temper 
tantrums.”

“Children are going through many issues in their 
youth - some trivial, others severe, but parents 
seem to miss these signals. Consequently the 
children keep these problems to themselves and 
they make the wrong decisions.”

“Some parents feel that since they are the parents 
they are always right. They fail to value their 
children ‘s point of view or even listen to the child’s 
opinion. The child feels rejected and stifled.”

“Parents should listen as they would expect to 
be listened to and respect as they would like to 
be respected. A mature ‘give and take’ between 
parents and children would be more effective, 
consequently children would feel that they are 
listened to and appreciated.”

A
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By Chandani Jayatilleke,
Sri Lankan-based Asian correspondent for Earth Conscious

Singapore is known as one of the cleanest and greenest cities/countries in South East Asia. It is also one of 
the richest countries in the world. Despite its lack of natural resources, Singaporeans have been able to create 
everything under the sun on this tiny 700 square kms island, setting an example for many super powers with 
plenty of natural resources. 
Water has also been a major issue for Singapore. However, within just four decades, Singapore has overcome 
water shortages despite its lack of natural water resources. Today Singaporeans are a proud nation – which has 
proved the well-known saying: “If there’s a will; there’s a way.”     

The secret lies on its Government’s investments in research and technology coupled with a strong vision 
of sustainability of water and the courage of its people. Today Singapore has a sustainable water supply strategy 
called ‘the Four National Taps’ meaning water from local catchment areas, imported water, reclaimed water 
known as NEWater and desalinated water,  capable of catering to the country’s continued growth. 
 At present Singapore’s national water agency, PUB manages the entire water loop from rainwater collection 
to used water treatment. Owing to their commitment Singaporeans enjoy good quality water and also visitors are 
assured safe tap water which exceeds the drinking water guidelines of the World Health Organisation.   



Singapore’s per capita domestic water consumption has been brought down from 165 litres per day in 
2003 to the current 156 litres. The target is to lower it to 140 litres by 2030.
Singapore recently created its first reservoir in the city, Marina Reservoir. Marina Reservoir which is Singapore’s 
15th reservoir and the first reservoir in the city was created by building the Marina Barrage across the Marina 
Channel. It has a catchment area of 10,000 hectares, or about one-sixth of Singapore. 
For Singaporeans, Marina Barrage is the realization of a great vision of Minister Mentor Lee Kuan Yew. The 
barrage will serve three benefits: create a freshwater reservoir to boost Singapore’s water supply, alleviate 
flooding in low lying areas of the city and provide a new venue for water-based recreation. 

As a tidal barrier, Marina Barrage will keep seawater out during periods of high tide and alleviate flooding 
in the low lying areas of the city such as Chinatown, Jalan Besar and Geylang. When it rains heavily during low-
tide, the barrage’s crest gates will be lowered to release excess water from the reservoir into the sea. If heavy 
rain falls during high-tide, the crest gates remain closed and giant drainage pumps are activated to pump excess 
water out to sea. 

Su Pei Lin, project engineer for Marina Barrage, said, “It was indeed exciting to be a part of every stage 
of the construction of the Marina Barrage which is an engineering marvel. The most memorable moment for me 
was the installation of the crest gates. Each gate is 30 metres wide, five metres high, and weighs 70 tonnes, 
roughly the weight of 1000 men. It had to be lifted from a barge outside the working area and lowered onto 
concrete bedding with nine pivots. We then had to install nine pivot pins to lock the gate into position.” 
Boating enthusiasts are already in action in Marina Reservoir. It has become a popular place for those who love 
recreational activities already. Since its official opening in October last year, Marina Barrage has attracted close 
to 500,000 visitors and that 40 local and international events have been held at the barrage. 

In addition, Marina Barrage is designed and built on green principles. Its iconic Green Roof serves as 
an insulation layer to lower indoor temperature, thereby reducing the building’s air-conditioning requirements. 
It also boasts one of the largest collection of solar panels – 405 in all, which convert solar energy into utility 
grade electricity to supplement the daytime power requirements of Marina Barrage. The Sustainable Singapore 
Gallery, housed within Marina Barrage aims to educate the public on important environmental and water issues 
through interactive multi-media displays, exhibits and games. 
 “The Marina Barrage brings along with it many exciting possibilities,” said Mr Yap Kheng Guan, PUB’s 
Director of 3P Network and Director in charge of Marina Barrage. “While we are able to treat every drop of water 
to high drinking standards, we hope that everyone will learn to appreciate and cherish water, and take ownership 
of our waters.”

The Marina Barrage also became one of the main focal points of Singapore International Water Week 
concluded recently. It was showcased as an effective urban water solution for cities especially those facing 
water demand and pollution challenges. Delegates of the Water Week took time appreciating the efforts the 
Singaporean Government has taken to set up this special project. The Marina Barrage is open to public daily. 
For more information on the directions to get there, one can visit PUB’s official website at www.pub.gov.sg. 

Photos Courtesy: PUB Singapore
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FACT SHEET:
Minimising the Copenhagen 
carbon footprint 

An estimated 15,000 people representing Governments, NGOs, IGOs, along with over 1,500 journalists 
will travel to Copenhagen from all over the world for the conference.  The main objective of the organisers 
is to minimise greenhouse gas emissions as far as possible. Whatever cannot be avoided, is to be 
offset. In addition, every delegate can make a difference by, for example, choosing the most sustainable 
form of international and local transport. 
 
Greenhouse gas emissions fall into two parts: international travel, which forms by far the largest part; 
and secondly, local emissions of the host country covering such things as energy consumed and waste 
generated at the conference venue, hotel accommodation and local transportation. An initial estimate 
of overall emissions result in a figure of 40,500 tonnes of carbon dioxide.1

What steps is the Danish Government taking to minimise emissions? 

The Danish Government has identified sustainability as one of its top priorities for the 
Conference. To this end it has publicised a number of steps: 

•

•

•

•

How does the Danish Government plan to offset emissions? 
To ensure the conference will be climate neutral, the Danish Government, in partnership with 
Bangladesh and the World Bank, has decided to replace outdated brick kilns in Dhaka. It will see the 
heavily polluting, existing kilns replaced by 20 new energy efficient ones, which the Danish Energy 
Agency calculates will cut more than 50,000 tonnes of CO2 emissions each year and improve air quality 
in one of the world’s most polluted cities. The Danish government has set aside 0.7 million euro as 
part of this year’s state budget for this purpose. Details can be found at http://ens.dk/en-us/info/news/
sider/20091013projectbangladeshoffsetcop15emissions.aspx

What steps are being taken to minimise emissions at the Barcelona Climate Change Talks in 
November? 

The Ministry of the Environment and Housing of the Government of Catalonia, Spain, has calculated that 
emissions generated by participants at the Conference Centre, plus those generated at parallel events 
at the Department of the Environment and Housing, including energy consumption and local transport 
usage, amounts to 500 tonnes of CO2. The Ministry has committed to offset these by the purchase and 
sale of emissions allowances and will post further details at http://www.bcnclimatechange.org/ 

1 
The exact figure is 40,548 tCO2-eq, which is an estimate based on the calculations from the Poznan Conference in December 
2008 (COP-14) and extrapolated for 15,000 participants. Additionally, the radiative forcing index (RFI) for long-haul air travel 
used was 2.7. This estimate will be updated after the COP once the actual participation is known. 

The Conference site (The Bella Center) is to reach a 20% reduction in CO2 leading up to COP 15 
by implementing a range of energy saving measures. 
Hotel owners have been encouraged to expand the number of environmentally friendly, certified 
hotel rooms. 
Delegates are encouraged to use the public transport system to reach the Bella Center, drink tap 
water to avoid bottle waste, and minimise paper waste. 
There will be no gifts or conference bags for delegates. Instead, money saved has been invested in 
11 scholarships for students from around the world attending a fully financed two years MA education 
in Denmark. 



Send your greetings to COP15 
During the UN Climate Change Conference 2009 (COP15), the Danish government invites the entire 
world to send their greetings to the conference. Greetings are submitted through www.greetings.cop15.dk  
and are composed of 150 characters of text. 

The Climate Greetings will be shown on large screens throughout COP15 as well as at various other 
venues in Denmark and around the world. Read more about how you can show Climate Greetings at your 
venue 

Send your greeting now! 

Raise Your Voice on YouTube
In addition to sending text 
greetings, you may contrib-
ute videos to be shown at 
COP15 via YouTube:
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UNFCCC Executive Secretary: 
Governments can and must deliver strong 

Copenhagen deal 

The last negotiating session before the historic UN Climate Change Conference 
in Copenhagen in December concluded on November 6 in Barcelona, Spain. 
 
Speaking at a press conference in Barcelona, UNFCCC Executive Secretary Yvo 
de Boer reiterated that Copenhagen must result in a strong international climate 
change deal.  
 
“Copenhagen can and must be the turning point in the international fight against 
climate change - nothing has changed my confidence in that,” he said. “A powerful 
combination of commitment and compromise can and must make this happen,” 
he added.  
 
Specifically, progress on adaptation, technology cooperation, reducing emissions 
from deforestation in developing countries and mechanisms to disburse funds for 
developing countries was made in Barcelona.  

“It is essential that practical action is swiftly implemented after Copenhagen to 
assist developing countries in their fight against climate change,” the UN’s top climate change official said. 
 
However, little progress was made on the two key issues of mid-term emission reduction targets of developed 
countries and finance that would allow developing countries to limit their emissions growth and adapt to the 
inevitable effects of climate change. 
 
“Without these two pieces of the puzzle in place, we will not have a deal in Copenhagen,” Yvo de Boer said. 
“So leadership at the highest level is required to unlock the pieces,” he added. 
 
At a summit in New York earlier this year, heads of state and government pledged to clinch a deal in Copenhagen 
that provides clarity on: ambitious emission reduction targets of industrialised countries; nationally appropriate 
mitigation actions by developing countries with the necessary support; significantly scaled-up financial and 
technological resources and an equitable governance structure for these resources. 
 
“I look to industrialised countries to raise their ambitions to meet the scale of the challenge we face,” said Yvo 
de Boer. “And I look to industrialsed nations for clarity on the amount of short and long-term finance they will 
commit.” 

According to Yvo de Boer, developed countries would need to provide fast-track funding on the order of at least 
10 billion USD to enable developing countries to immediately develop low emission growth and adaptation 
strategies and to build internal capacity.  At the same time, developed countries will need to indicate how they 
intend to raise predictable and sustainable long-term financing and what there longer-term commitments will 
be.  
 
According to the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, an aggregate emission reduction by industrialised 
countries of between minus 25% and 40% over 1990 levels would be required by 2020 in order to stave off 
the worst effects of climate change, with global emissions falling by at least 50% by 2050. Even under this 
scenario, there would be an only a 50% chance of avoiding the most catastrophic consequences. 
 
“Negotiators must deliver a final text at Copenhagen which presents a strong, functioning architecture to 
kick start rapid action in the developing world,” said Yvo de Boer. “And between now and Copenhagen, 
governments must deliver the clarity required to help the negotiators complete their work,” he added. 
 
More than 4,500 participants, including delegates from 181 countries, took part in the Barcelona UN Climate 
Change Talks.   The UN Climate Change Conference in Copenhagen will take place from 7 to 18 December. 

United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change
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briefing
NOVEMBER 2009

Governments gather in Denmark in December 2009 for what is perhaps the most important meeting 
since the end of the econd world war. December is the deadline  they have set themselves for 
agreeing on action to tackle climate change, and the COP15 conference in Copenhagen is where 
hopes are high that a new global deal can be struck. This briefing is a guide for journalists reporting 
on this event, its buildup and its aftermath. It explains key processes, major actions to be agreed 
and possible outcomes.

Key points on the road to Copenhagen 

1. Rio: The UN climate-change negotiations take place under the UN Framework Convention on Climate 
Change (UNFCCC), an international treaty created at the Earth Summit in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, in 
1992 to prevent dangerous climate change resulting from emissions of greenhouse gases. A total of 
192 Parties have ratified the UNFCCC and it entered into force in 1994. Under the Convention, nations 
agreed to protect the climate system for present and future generations according to their ‘common but 
differentiated responsibilities and respective capabilities’, meaning that developed countries ‘should 
take the lead in combating climate change and the adverse effects thereof’. They also agreed that the 
extent to which developing nations can meet their treaty obligations  would depend on the extent to 
which developed countries provide finance and technology. And they agreed that ‘economic and social 
development and poverty eradication are the first and overriding priorities of the  developing country 
parties’. 

2. Kyoto: In 1997, Parties to the UNFCCC added the Kyoto Protocol. This created the first and only 
legally binding targets for developed nations, and important international monitoring, reporting and 
verification mechanisms to enforce compliance. It obliged developed nations to reduce their emissions to 
an average of 5.2 per cent below 1990 levels between 2008 and 2012. To help achieve this, the protocol 
created ‘flexibility mechanisms’ – such as carbon trading and the Clean Development Mechanism 
(CDM), which allows developed nations to reach their targets by investing in emissions reductions 
in developing nations. The Kyoto Protocol has been ratified by 189 governments and entered into 
force in 2005. The United States, however, has not ratified the Protocol and thus had no international 
commitments to reduce its emissions. This disconnect between the world’s biggest historical contributor 
to climate change and the rest of the parties to the UNFCCC is a major barrier to an effective agreement 
at COP15 (see ‘Killing Kyoto? Risks along the way’). 

3. Bali: In 2007 the parties to the UNFCCC adopted the Bali Action Plan. This opened a new negotiation 
track under the UNFCCC in an effort to bring the United States into line with other developed nations, 
who were asked to continue the Kyoto track by negotiating targets for the Protocol’s second commitment 
period, which would start  in 2013. Under the plan, parties to the UNFCCC must reach agreement 
in five main areas by the end of COP15:  a shared vision of what parties to the Convention aim to 
achieve, including a long-term goal for emissions reductions; mitigation of climate change by reducing 
the atmospheric concentration of greenhouse gas emissions, including quantified ‘commitments’ from 
developed nations and nationally appropriate mitigation ‘actions’ (NAMAs) from developing nations, 
including through reduced deforestation; adaptation to impacts such as changing rainfall patterns, 
extreme weather events, rising sea levels and shifting patterns of disease; technology transfer and 
development to support both adaptation and mitigation; and finance and investment to pay for all of the 
above.
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Dear Earth Conscious:

Thank you again for a splendid and quite informative 
September 2009 issue. I do look forward to your 
magazines as they provide me with updates on the 
Caribbean and a view of what’s happening in the 
rest of the world.
I also enjoyed the great photography of Little Tibet 
in India and I’ve put it in my vastly expanding list of 
great places to see!

Ashton, Toronto

Dear Editor:

What a joy it was to get a copy of this wonderful 
magazine. Well done Madam Editor! I’m well aware 
of what the developed world and even my own 
country France are doing about this whole issue of 
climate change and global warming. So it was great 
to read about the determination and the involvement 
of small islands in the Caribbean in this global debate 
– and not just sitting under a palm tree drinking rum 
and coconut water!!!

Ramond Marquis, France 

Hello Linda:

Congratulations on taking Earth Conscious 
magazine to a full year. You have made readers like 
me become quite aware of the regional movement 
on climate change and its impact on our small 
islands.

I’ve taken the liberty of forwarding the magazine 
to all my colleagues, friends and relatives since 
I believe we all need to be on the bandwagon of 
becoming aware of this issue of global warming and 
not just our leaders.

A grateful reader from 
St. Vincent and the Grenadines

Letters
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~ Zenkei Shibayama ~
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read more »

Barbados Getting Ready To Stage Twenty20 Tournament
BRIDGETOWN, Barbados (BGIS) — Barbadian officials are ‘pulling out all the stops’ to ensure the
International Cricket Council’s (ICC) Twenty20 tournament, to be staged in the region next year will
be successful….

read more »
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